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The Fight for Peace 
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C OMRADES, the problem of war and the struggle ag- war have always been in the forefrmt of the attemtion of the 
C o m d  Intmational and the work of our Parti& "Remembt~ 
h h#k wr'' dec1arw the first appeal which our Inter- 
national i e s d  to the toilem of the whoh world This call for 
a struggle against war waar again s t m d  by our Fifth World 
Congrem and waa mewed with -1 intenmty in 1927 and 
the fallowing years, at the time when all the objective. wnditiom 
for the outbreak of a new imperialist war had rrmhued and tlsa 
capitdiet world WM h g h h g  to slide into a new world war. 
S b  that tima t re hve regardad the danger of a new war aa 
. . an m m n a t  danger, we have appealed to the proletariat and the 
wida - of toilern to @t againat this dangw and we ham 
given all possible @upport to any mam mo-t which h 
davelopd on the I d a  of a paine -It against i m p r h h  
war. 
Air ia all other s p k  the o d w k  dewmind on the basis 
of a - - M a  analpia of m a d  ralatima ia the 
capitalimt world haa baen confirmed by the conre4 of event& h d  
today who would dare to doubt that if the a d m &  of war has 
been delayed, if it hae besn +le to avoid the a t t d  on tba 
So* Union which was hiq prepad for 1930-31 by mma big 
i m p r i a  powere (not without the butevo~emi aid of soms of 
the lermdera of bbnmtioaal Social-Democ~rtoy), thja haa been 
dm dm to the fact thst wo waded the alarm and that a con- 
&able d o n  of the working c h  heard our a p p d  and 
v d e d  to iL 
In 1928, our Sixth World Cangreee worked oat OUT p m a l  
line for the agabt war. Thia line, WM h a  already 
p d  through its ordeal by remaim oar bash lii. Bne 
profound cbanga haw taken pl- in the i n w a l  -ti011 
sinw the Six& World Congrese, especially daring the Iast few 
ycam A new repartition of the world by meam of a d  fm 
hse begrm in the Far Eslia. The m u d  relations between the 
Soviet Union and the capitalist world have entered inta a new 
pham as tbe retrnlt of the victory which socialism bae a#ained 
here, in &a oountry of the dictatorship of the proletariat. 
New p~ssibiIities have o p e d  up for the peace policy of tbe 
Soviet Union The connection ktwwm the peace policy of the 
Soviet Union and the struggle of the two* and of the toilera 
in genera4 for peace, is demonstrated more plainly than it evar 
waa before. At the same time, f a s c b  baa cunquered in Germany 
and in a nlrmber of othex CO& and the war danger ham 
beeome so much Wmi6ed Pat it dpmafida the gream &orto 
on the part of the C o d  muquid and of the m&ng class 
to bring together a11 the f o m  which w b rnobihd for the 
struggle against the htigatom of was and for ths defame of 
peaceanddtheQovietUni~~.HmcetbdemdarisGsthatwu 
&odd make nome ehanpi in oar t d c s  in this field as dl, 
taking into amount thb a l t e r a h  which have arbm in the 
dtnati- ma in thb a m  of fo- 
G m d e  LRnin repkdly  warned ua by p m h t e d y  drawiq 
oar a t t a t i o n d t h s ~ o n o f a l l  workem to the dihdtiea 
of the q l e  against war. There ia no such thing sa ''war in 
gmeralu, but there are co- w m  ths nature of which follm 
from the M- of the historid Hod in which they taka place 
and the clana relations obtaining in &a world aa a whole and m 
the warring countries in particnh. This b why I &dm thal 
the taak of our Con-r, in iEe study of tha problems of war rmd 
of n-1e againat war, is not fo repat what wae mid and d m  
by the Sixth World Congrum, but to sxamine smd anal- witb 
t h e g r e a t & ~ a l l d m n e w f ~ w h i c h ~ m n o w l t r i e e n ~  
the intarnational -tiw aad in ths relations b m e m  e l m  
and gtatte, and which have aa inffimm h fhhg  tht & r a m  
of the warwhich thatmane, d t o  drawfromtkm analysis aU 
the conclnaiona n v  for d&mhhg our & and d I i s b .  
ing the p r w  before aa 
I. THE UNEVEN DEWPMENT OF CAPlTALISM IN THE 
YEARS OF THE CRISIS 
T h  End of ths Vm& md Wmhhgton S y a  
never becpl and there mumot be stabiliq in ths r o b  cL &a big m p i W  powen It ia rendered i m v  
oibb owing to the law of the aacvrm d m I q m a t  of capitaliga 
Contrade Stalin in b mncluding speech to the S d  
Pl-am of the E.C.CI. gave a fall tbription of ths way in 
which thin law of the wmm M o p m e n t  of c a p i t a k  numi. 
h t a  iblf: 
The prhl of tbd world eeonomic miah and the depression of 
a qmbl Lind givs ua a q d a l  example of r m m  M o p e  
n n d & o w u a t h s d ~ d ~ ~ ~ o f t h s d b v s l o p m e n t o f  
qitalim in dl qheraa 
Tha lading imperislQ p o r n  which emerged victmiodp 
f m  &a World War b o d  that by the VerdIla  and Wash. 
h@on Tm&h they had created lasting s&biIity in h m a t i d  
relatiom, and pemmmt ordsr both on a European and world 
scale. Nodliq of the kind h a p p e d  
The V m d h  Treaty wan baaed on the following points: 
L X%e Thb of tha defeated count+ qaeially Car- 
-, To a - of political Wmhity, and thair spoliation by x-- 9 
2 An apmumt between the victor s i t e s  for dividing the 
of war, for fixing the frontiers of Europe and for the &a- 
idbution of ooloniss and colonial mandates in such a way as 
to d I a h  their Hegemony throughout the world 
3, The prepation of economic blockade and ilrmed counter- 
ruvoIdonary interpention against the corntry of the dictator+ 
of the proletariat. 
For its part, the Wadington Treaty d l i s h e d  the relations 
of forcee between the big naval powers, especially in the Pacific 
Oman, the treaty cansidering the huge tmitoy of China as an 
immediate hid of expansion for the big hperialiah brigands and 
seeking to d a t e  their &prate competition aud struggle in 
mmection with the conqua and plunder of Chinese territory. 
From the out& it was found that it was imponsibla to 
dk a hrge part of the clams of thsae beatits. The plans 
for encircling and attacking the R m i m  Soviet Republic ware 
&&red by the heroic struggle of the Soviet work- and peasants 
and by tha victory which they gained in the Civil War, under the 
leadership of Lenin and Stalin and with the active sapport of the 
international proletariat 
It is important to note, however, that the contradictions also 
htadikd between the victor powere themdm that had inm. 
p o d  thb pOBtwar treafim; they w8re in m u d  rivalry, and 
this rivalry was botmd ultimately to d up the whole sptm 
wtablished by t h e  post-war t r e a h  
When tb orisis took place, the unevenn- of ths development 
of mpitaliem became dl1 further aeeentmted. There were sharp 
breaks and jumps. The corurtrim which had experienced the 
most rapid rim and the greatest prosperity wwe dm first to be 
thrown into the cridr and experienced its coaaapuanm most 
d y .  In other counhiw, as was the cam in France hst year, 
tbe l e d  of production feu juat when the g m a ~  part of the 
oapihlist world was M y  regietering a xise. This cream new 
political instability and gi- tbe development of mternational 
relatiom a fm* character which becow m t u a t e d  year by 
pat during the dais .  
b i d e  each conmy, the reedto of tho crisis and the methods 
d by the ruling claswres to fiad a way out of the o& and to 
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throw the cost of the mi& on to the backs of tha toilern are of 
a d  a character as to eausa an incraw in the aggressivemesa of 
the imperialist bourgeoisie and an =pwater tansion in inter- 
cat iod relation~ The enormow - of uwmployment, the 
reduction of wages, the impoverishant of the toiling -try, 
the lowering of the aandard of living of all tho toilem, with an 
exhme contraction of the home market in each camby, give 
rise to an intamified struggle for foreign mahta  a d  nharpsn 
competition on the world market to an degree. On ths 
& hand, the growth of the concairation of capital and mon- 
opolies (which in all conntrica is alm e@d up by the &) 
help to inc- the iqmhIist q g n d v e n w a  of dm bonrgeoisia 
In every aoantrg, the moat d o n a r p  elements of the BOW- 
geoiaie orientate dmmdva on war. Wee elemenb regd war 
as the best meana, ad, at a partidar time, as tbe aols mamq 
of overcoming the di6culties produced by t?w crisis. Tha fol- 
lo* dmlaration, mpmcdmted in itn f r h  and cynich& 
appeared some months ago in a Swedish -8: 
"Wmr today fa k no wny mmmt from whmt ir was h d j .  
I t ~ i l l ~ t h o h d f m & p p ; . & t h s r i a h o f ~  
~ g m w , ~ p r i ~ o f ~ ~ r b o r f a e , o p s c ~ t i D n \ r i n ~  
-.... I f o n h t h s - m d w n o t c o r a q b d r r i n  
&Il ha*s to wait for a long d m  for a n a m d  bb 
cause it h .da fm awq? 
This cpniciam m which wu read the huvoc~bIe a o n d d o n  
of a regime which puts its hopes in d d w ,  death and war, 
i~ thoroughly c h a r d  of the state of mind created among 
the bourgeoisie by the &in. 
In h e  sphere of international mmnomic relati- the most 
~ a ~ c  fact of the crt ia  in th thinkage of trade, which 
hasnotd i sappearedbntwthscontrarphbecmwmmp 
nouaced in the yean of depreasiom This duinhp is to a great 
extent the r e d t  of the tariff M e r s  wbich 4 wnn- h a  
erected at  it^ frontier8 to protect ita slumken and d a d  home 
m a r k  The crisis has finally buried tha 8 y m  of fw trrtde. 
Each capitalist hae now only one a h ,  that of selling at the hi* 
pomible prim ta the toilem of his own c o w  who are im- 
pove&d by the crisk, and to guarantae b l f  an extra margia 
of profit by seIling on foreign marketa at the low& possible price 
so as to defeat the competitioa of his r i v d ~ .  
The plane for tbe organhation of eo-mlM autarchy of pr* 
duetion are only a deceptive mask for the increased economic 
aggresaivenw of the bourgeoisie in m h  country. Dumping ia 
h m i n g  &e rde for all the big capmist countries. This d m  
for a breach of all the existing commercial treatie~, and the 
struggle for the conclasion of new treaties developa in an at. 
mo~plwre of tendon and of actual economic war. To avoid 
b h p t q  tbe mall w d a  are compelled to submit to tha 
conditions imposed on them by the Btronpr countries The 
biggest capitalist states, Great Britain a d  the United Stat- wem 
the ht to m r t  to the devaluation of theit curreinch ae a mema 
of strengthhg thtir position on ?he world market and hating 
heir opponunta Currcmcy chaos, only to be compared with that 
of the worst yaars immediately following tbe w, deprivw 
international ecunomic relations of all stability, c h q p  the 
traditional appearance of the mark* artificially creates new 
trends of commcra, destroys &a most firmly eBtablisM psi-  
tiana, brhp  about &a moat uuexpected + and reactions 
Thw, a atate of actual economic wat, tha preface and preparetim 
for a war fought with armed f- h being created throughout 
the world. 
Allow me to dwell for a moment on the aoncrete example of 
the economic development of Japan, which ia the m t  striking 
m thb sphere. The rate at which Japan hm achieved ita com- 
d u a l  wpaneion during remrt years has no precedent in the 
history of the commerce of capitalist countries. h the weatern 
part of the Pacific Ocean, Japan has particularly utraghned 
its economic podtiom. J a p ~  exports to these countria 
which amounted to 367,000,000 yen in 1931, rose to 684,000,000 
in 1933. Ihrriag the same period, the of tha U.SA to 
the same markets fell from 341,000,OM dollare to 262,000,000, 
aud those of Great Britain from 30,000,000 p o d  to 24,000,- 
000. h the Dot& Jndiw, Japan- trade has defeated a11 corn- 
@tom and baa =pied the &st  lam. The textile market in 
Indonesia was captured by the Japanese in record time. Japarseee 
gooh have rapidly petrated iato the marketa of ths Near East, 
driving oat Great Britain, i d y  and the other oonnfrk In China, 
Jspamm impom which fell aa a mult of tba boycott by ths 
p p b  daring the period of remlntionary up- ham in the 
recent pant begnu to M o p  rapidly owing to ths mppor~ 
of the Nanldng govmment. The inweam of Japnrmew exports to 
b a t  and South MCB L ~ u l a r l y  striking. TIM part 
played by &a ~Ionia l  and -dent cormtries in lapatme 
srportehlargerthaninfheexpmtsofanyokcountry. Mom 
over, what is parthhrly important ia that the pmpartion of 
s l c p ~ t a k m b y a o l o n i e s b e l o n & g t o o t h e ~ ~ i i u ~ t e r  
in the a m  of Japan than for any other ;mPedbt cotmtrp. Thae, 
J a p a n h a s ~ G r e a t B r i t d u f m m i h u p d m t ~ ~ h a s  
m long mapied of khg &a biggest textile exporter in the 
whole world. By ttss -tion of its trade into &a ooionh 
a u d ~ o f i n f I u e n c % o f ~ c o t m t r i a s , J a p a n p r w o k s n t h s  
-mation of ttts mntdktiona with all &a other bpdht 
aoaatriaa 'Ehe boqphie of thears coI lnk  barn m o d  to 
qdal~urmtoMsod~mdebandtgamarUsofthsir 
t 
aoI& from Jap- go& Ths Jap- bouqpisie e s p k  
t o & s u ~ b y ~ g * d l s m p ~ a r a d ~ t t ~  In 
Um way dm traasfiion to an o p  m o m i c  war ia hkhg pls~k 
This ~ o u s  ecanoaaio expansion of Japlm ap- Mom 
w i u i r s t r a e l i g h a o n l p i f w e t ~ t b u ~ ~ o f J a ~  
~ ~ i e b a w d o n t h s ~ l e ~ o f t h a w o r M n g  
m and woman of Japrrn and on the u n p d  imp&* 
~ o f t h e ~ 0 f t 8 s  J ~ ~ p m s w w e p .  J a p ~ i m p h U  
liey of war p d o n  p d  by the 
h a v e ~ m o t e i n a c l a w  
r e l A d ~ ~ d l $  
o t ~ s  Of the Cri& b Y 8 ,  
the nnihminiq and 
Under ths prmmm of 3riiidl 
pmid was in-d in the 
Germany. F r m  has k a m e  
from the ase of force 
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to extort the K i m  of reparation papmta from the German 
people. Nevsttbek in 1931, at the height of the crisis, 
former allies atill conaidexed it p o h l e  to h d  from Germany 
the payment of the huge aum of 2,500,000,000 ~ r l r s  pet 
for a period of 62 years. It waa the inremention of the United 
S&ea,-comp.lled thereto by the crisis, that resulted in the corn- 
pleh oollepae of this part of the Yereaillee Tmaty. 
When the f a ~ i m  came to power in Germmy at the beginaing 
of 1933, tbreequm of tha Vmailles system had already hen 
reduced to nothing. The d e d  unilateral acts w b b  ham 
resulted in its further liquidation were equally the result of a con- 
ceded but d v a t e  straggle htweun tbe big imperialist powem. 
Tbwe acta include ha refusal of tbe Hitler govsl~mant to fulfill 
tbs obligatiom arising d e r  ths Young Plan, the ~~t 
of compulsory militarp d e b  for the antirs German m l e  and 
the creation of a new aad powerful Curmau army and a naval 
and air k t .  
At the p m t  t h e  all that is I& of the Yemailha system 
is the post-war European frontiem and the partiticm of &a 
colonies d the colonid mandatea That is to say, nothing re- 
mnina except that w h i 1  m only be dmtrqd by open 4 
form, by means of violence and war. On &a other hand, nothing 
at all ie left of the Waehington Trusty, The d o n s  of this 
treaty, which h e d  the relation of f o m  b&mm tha big naval 
p o r n ,  have been denounced and have given place to a mad 
r a a  in -1 mmmmta The armim of the Japan- impr iaha  
which m p i d  Manchuria and North China without r a g d  to 
p r o w  h m  h e v n  and from the p-, and which are now 
continning their march tad tb mpat ion  of a11 
mritory, have mushed under foot tha ht trm of the Wash- 
ington a-ta. 
Comradts, the Communist Intermtima1 and the C o d  
Partim of tha d o u s  comtrirw d ham h e n  in the fors- 
front of the fight against the p d a h q  postwar treatisa We 
ham no teare to ahtd ovlsr the md of the bbfuI apntsm of op 
p d 0 ~ 1  a d  plWlkb which W M  61w V ~ ~ G A  h 
May 13, 1919, in a manifatto to ths toilera d the whola world, 
the E x t m h  Committac of the Commtmfst Wemational, which 
had just been formed, denomcud the Versa+ peace as a 
predatory v. We formulated thie m e  condemnatim 
at a m m t  when tbe laadere of in~rnational Social-Dwnocraop 
wetre e g  their signature to the Versailh Treaty and were 
praising it m a work of justice, as the b q h m i n g  of a new era 
of international mlIaboration and '%be organization of world 
peace'?. 
We do not have to withdraw a &gIe word of our condemna- 
tion of the V d l l e e  Treaty. But at the prwrent moment, w h a  
the oal lap and end of ths V d l m  Tmaty ia one of the chief 
eloaeata cbaracmkhg the premtnt ahation, it ia ow duty to 
face squarely the ~ e r p  hution oonfr~nting the proletariat of 
the antim world and to determias o w  tab and the t a b  of the 
p r o ~ ~ a t  in ha light of tb ncar h t i i m ,  This is &I1 not 
understood by mryona, eqcidly by & group8 of p a d m  
for whom the W g I e  q a h t  tha VsreaiUee Treaty beeornee at 
tima a p a  for do&g their ayss to the e v e  poliey and 
war provocation of C;erman National-!hialhm and for ddecting 
the attention of tha toilers from the necemity of conceneatbg 
h i r  dorta on the smggle against the chief inatigatorar of a new 
Imperialist war. 
We Commnnists me the only onm who have mnahntly 
waged a etrtlggle for the liquidation of the Versaill- Treaty. But 
we aIwaya carried on thh eiruggIe as a straggle far the sucial and 
national demands- of the maam and Ior mvolntion, 
UOtrr -a agaht the V m d l w  nptam," d d a d  Comrade 
Thaslmatln u ths b r i o  d g  3n Paria cw October 3 1  19% 
"han nolhing fn wmwn with tho irnpsrialiar dmadn d natkxt- 
&st p r o m a d 4  of the Geman w e  and dm National. 
Sociali- . . . We wuut to d a h ~ y  bth ths natioaal o p p d o n  
WW by rho VsrsaIllas Trsarg and the mcial oppmbn of 
Ls tollma 4 by the mtam of mpitalirt +L. . . . Ow Wt 
a g a h t  the V e d b  Treaty b a fight for wagm and hd, a 
fight for Iibarty, 4 Wt for ~ l c i d h m . ~  
Comrades, we fought for tb deshctiou of the post-war 
d e e  dong the path of social and national emancipation. That 
which has takm place has nothing in common with the aims for 
whish we -led. The p&-war truatiwr we= smashed to p h  
by the desperate xivalriea between the imperiali- The situation 
which has resulted from this is the eve of a new world war which 
Gemran imperialism intends to wage in order to impolw upon 
the peopIes a "peace" after the fashion of the one demonstrated 
by the Prnssian genetab at Brest-Litovsk. It ia this menaw 
which today is the most serious, that we take as our starting point 
in deciding our position in the struggle against imperialism 
and war. 
The a d  of the V ~ 1 l e . n  and Wahington system d e e a  
the bankruptcy of hypocritica1 bourgeois pacifism, it signifies 
tbat the batability in international relation8 has attained an 
extl.cme degree, it denotear the tramition to tha use of force for 
soIving all acute questions, all existing mnfiicb in all p m  of 
the world, it marks a turning point in the headlong anname& 
ram. A new imperialist war for the redipision of tha world is 
not only inevitable, ia not only k g  prepaxed for in all ita 
details by way imprialist powtr, but can break out and s u r p r k  
us at any moment 
II. THE STRENGTH OF THE SOVIET UNION, THE 
JAPANESE PLANS OF AGGEWBION AND 
THE DRIVE OF FASCISM 
OMRADES, the capital& world is hurling i td f  into a new c war. We aet o ~ f v e a  the task to dclcrminc concretely ~ C B  
the war danger corn- today, who are the preaemt instigators of 
war, what kind of war it is that they want to kindle and are 
already preparing, To atum?r them questions we mast concentrate 
our attention on three fundamental facts, as follom: 
1. The p o d d  rim of the Soviet Union; 
2. The attack of the Japan- miriary cliqoe in the Far East; 
3. The drive of faadam in Europe and especially in Gennany. 
The Powerful Rhe of the So& Unwn 
Tbe development of the forms of rev01ution bas always been 
one of the factor8 with the greatest influam on international 
mterrelatiom. Bnt ihe mesaat r b  of the Soviet Union ia a fael 
of s new order, and i& historic importanm ia far in e- of 
anything known in the whole of prePio08 hietory. It is a fact 
which is aheady b m h g  h a  framework of the old capitalist 
world. which overhowar all e* interrelations. and determines 
a new line of development of theYwhole international dhtation. 
Tbe Soviet Union, which has h m e  stronger from all poinrs 
of view. both internallv and in its international relations. im the 
onlv cohant .  atable I& solid force which cm m a  a l  the em- 
pori for a p&iay of defending pc- Such a consolidation i f  
the inmationa1 padtion of tbe Soviet Union is the direct result 
of the strengthening of the position of the dictatoxahip of the 
proletariat and d d i  in all apheres of the life of the country. 
In 191820, the armiea of intervention sent against the h a  
of the So6- by the Entan& Powem had on their side the form 
of ths R&an c a p i t a h  and landowners whom the October 
Revoltltim had driven from power. In aome cams, the impwiabt 
forces of the interventionists themaelves merely to en- 
rolling and arming cadres and d i r e  the a-s made on the 
young Soviet Repablic by the reactionary c l a m  lwhich were 
not yet completely defeated In 193042, the trial of the In- 
dustrial Party revealed that the imperialist powers, in organizing 
~ ~ n t i o n  agai st the Soviet Union, wen dying on the aupport 
of a counter-revolutionary organisation which embraced all the 
elements hoatila to the dictatorship of d~ proletariat wi& the 
corntry. 
The ' c h q a  in ths mlation of f o m  whioh have taken p h  
in the Soviet Union of reesnt yeam, and which are an upreaim 
of the final and irrevocable victory of s o e i h  m capitahm, 
geve a final death blow to b criminal pIans of attack againat 
the Soviet Union. Thy havs dasmyd any poeeibility for the 
oo~znter-mldonary a m h  of inkmenth to munt on re- 
osiving sappwt within the U.S.S.R horn tbs clamw bode to 
the dictatomhip of the proletariat, 
But thia i n d  homogenaity in &a population of ths 
Soviet Union is not the only element which we maat tuke inta 
eondderatiof~ The point ie not m l y  the faot that, as a g a k ~  
the capitalist wantriss, tha proharianu and collectiw famom 
of the Soykt Union constitute a cornpot mwa of combuctorn 
of dm new soeialiat +, dekmined to defend the victork 
of the revolution by all theit means and at the cwt  of &sir Em. 
T%s technical equipment of the Sorid aountry, which ia &a 
A t  of the victorious completim of the Fimt Five-Year Plan 
and the fnliilbnent of the ht balf of the Second Five-Year Plan, 
allows them to regard &a prospct of an attack by tha impidhi t  
conntriea with full confidence in heir o m  forces. It ia d e n t  
to recull a few figuree bearing on tha developmcmt of beav 
i n d q  in the Soviet Union. 
The share of the former tsariat empire in world production 
of pig iron is 1913 waa only 5.3 per cent. The share of the 
Swiet Union in 1928 waa only 3.7 per cent, while at the end 
of 1934 it waa already 167 per cent ( A p p k w . )  At the end of 
1934, the Soviet Union took second place in the production of 
pig iron, coming after the United S t a h  but before Great Britain 
and Germany. (Ap*.) AB for e l ,  the corresponding 
figma are 5.5 per cent in 1913, 3.9 per cat  in 1928 and 11.7 
per m t  in 1934. (Appkruss.) 
Nothing can sera bettar than these figures to emplushe the 
tremendoua hiatoh importanoe of the policy of f CC95.U. 
whicb, under the Ieaderlship of Comrade Stalin, has ensured tha 
victoriow completion of tbe Five-Year Plan and has &un created 
the basis for a radical alteration in the relation of form betw- 
the Soviet Union and the capitalist countries. In the sphere of 
milrtarJr shngth and the defensive capacity of the Soviet Union, 
this means that the country of the dictatorship of the p r o l ~ t  
hae already an a d  force and a capacity for d b  w h i d ~  
are in no way inferior to thow of any capitalist country. Tha 
workern' and pmmmta' m&s, which in the heroic p a n  of the 
Civil War wem d l  only d m  in the p m  of comhudim, 
and were owmoming tht d i k d h  Of the tramition psriod from 
&tduuentn of Red Guarde, f d  of but only di&tIp 
discipbd and badly equipped, into a regular, c imtrabd and 
disciplined army equipped acoording to tha moet madern tech- 
nique, have bean transformed into the workem' and p a a ~ ~ t s '  
Red Army, which has been eomplek1y reconstructed on the basin 
of tha most modem teh iprw aud dm industrial p r o p  of the 
country. 
In the Far where the direct men- of an imprialint 
attack h greater1 the frontiers of the Soviet Union have c e a d  
to l~ defenselw fro- They are defended by an army whioh 
hag at ito &pwI  its o m  military economic base and ita OW 
highly developed war industry. (Appkucse.) 
This k g  rim of the economic and military power of the 
Soviet Unim is amampanid by the continua1 growth of the 
eympathy for and devotion to the workern' state Mia by 
the proletariat and the wide ma& of &e p p l e  throughout the 
capitaIist world 
- 
VomMlo~, L A  Stdin a d  th Rsd Amay. 
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The tremendous authority enjoyed by the Soviet Union not 
only among the C o m m d  vangard, but also among the SooiaI* 
Demoeratic and non-Party workers, among the small peasnuts, 
the petty bourgeoisie, the intellemaIs and the youth, dm faci 
that millions of people are ready to fiQ;ht for the defenw of tha 
Soviet Union with all their etrength, are among tha very b 
portant factors responsible for the fact thst the county of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat has so strong 8 position as against 
the capitalist states. 
Taking all these elements into consideration, the conclusion 
that we must reach is that the reIations between dm Soviet Union 
and the capitalist states have mtwed a new phase, the basic 
f- of which is the growing aathoriy of the aormtry of the 
dictatorehip of the proletariet and its pace policy. 
We 6nd r e p e r d o m  oi thin new faat in all 6eIds of inter- 
national policy, and we mwt moat carefully take it into account 
in d e m d n i i  our poky. 
The Aggression of Jupamebe I r n p k k m  in the Far h i  
Let na now see what is happening in the capitalist world 
The imperialist power that is ?he moa ag@vb, that h 
feverishly preparing for war, and ia already waging war, ia, 
without doubt, Japan. Sbee l931 M l h  Japan- imperialism 
has set about changing the map of the world by armed forca 
After the military seiaure of Maneharia, Japanaee imprialism 
p r d d  to m p y  Northern China; it openly showed its in- 
tention of establiding ita protactorate over all China, and is 
now preparing to continue its f& advance towards the center 
of China, aided by iu Kuodnhmg a p b ,  who h y e d  the 
Chinew people and its -Ie for indepdwm and national 
liberation. 
The aim purlrued by imperialist J a m  and openly avowed 
by its atatesmerr, ia the eatablishmmt of Jqanaw hegemony not 
d y  in the Far East, but in all h h r n  Aaia and dong tbs 
-tarn shores of th Pacific Ocean. To attain god, Japan 
xgqnirea, firat of all, to create a raw mahrial base for h heavy 
indueby. 
The Japanese militariata required the conguest of Manchuria 
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and of Nodent China so ae to have a baee for a m c b g  th 
Sovist frontiers and to create a spacious hinterland for hs a d m  
which will conduct thie attack It k well know11 tha! the mlatiom of 
f o r ~ i n t b e F a r E a B t a t t h e p r e s e n t t i m e i s s n c h ~ w a r o g ~  
the Soviet Union presents iwlf to Japan as a very a c d t  mattst 
whose k u e  k far from being conaidered aa certain, wcm by a 
section of the Japanese genersls themeel~e~. But on the & 
hand, consideration of the growing strength of the Soviet Union 
and of the Red Army drivea the moat a ~ i v e  Japaaem militar- 
b to come out wainat any postponement of the war and in 
fawr of wing all oppmtndes as rapidly as pmibIe and hiding 
allies that could enable them to begin the w today instsad of 
putting it off until tomorrow. 
Here is what we read in the pamphlet on the so-called "De- 
fenme of the State," published by the Prew Bureau of &a Japanese 
General M in October 1934: 
"M th Eie., considsratiom of the growbag mflitarg mtmqgh 
d tha Soviet Union] ob&m ua to meset on the nattus of tbs intm- 
tiom of tha U.M& If tha Japanma h p i m  dam wt mnplcts ita 
ammmta am a ccluottrpoiw w the p o d d  Bed -, and if 
in parthuh it d m  not mtmng&m the pma of its air foaceq 
a w i l l b s v e a p d l t 6 e n l r t 0 d 0 ~ ~ ~ .  
*And It b e u e u  to at- the of incra~lag the 
f o m  now in Mauchnkn~.~ 
'This tendency to acamhah thrs situation in the Far h e t  
dominates the whole of Japaness poLicy; it waa manifaated by 
the dm1 to cunclu& a urn-@on pact with tha Soviet 
Union, by the intrigues through which Japanem diplomacy hkn 
itself with the M g a t o m  of war and the e m d m  of the Soviet 
Union in Europe, by the inamwed war preparations now being 
camid out by thb Japmeee generals in Manchuria, by tbe few 
erhh wmtmction in the latter region of new railway and 
strategic roads, by eEorta to m t e  an autonomom industrid baes 
on the Aaiatic continent, in Manchuria, for the Japmm qt 
by the contianed provbcations on tbs Soviet frobtiers on the part 
' of aggreadve Japanes&M~nchurian &clear and their -tad 
I & o h  to provoka an armed ao&ct with the Mongolian People'a 
1 
Rapublic. 
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Thia e v e  policy of Japan ia the result of the entire 
d o m d o  and foreign situation of J a p e m  imperialism. It mast 
not b forgotkn, camadas, that m h  Japan is the cormtry 
of the d- and &qw& c l a ~  differentiation. It i s  a counby 
in which be &-feudal oppression of the- rn- of mtarving 
peaeants is eoapIed with the most hideous capitalist exploitation. 
Pmparation for war ia reflected in the whole life of the country. 
While idlation and war ordenr are producing an increa~ in 
prodnction and in the profib of the armamsnt manufactmw~, 
raal wages are falling. They have dropped by 20 per cent rn a 
rasult of idation alone, and by 66 per mt for agricultural 
w o h  Tfie working horn are aa high m 1418 a day. In the 
eoanhyaide there are not 1- than two &on mming familiea, 
which means eight to ten &on p o n a  Need olls be astonihd 
if the aggrdve circles of tbs Japan- bourgeoisie regard aa a 
challenge the very fact of the exiuhce of tha coontry of s o d -  
iem, the nuintermptd g o d  of well-being for the m a w  and 
&a f d o m  of dm p p l e a  in thfl USSR 
The exiate~~~ of the Chinam Sovid Republio and its revolu- 
tionary victorim utiI1 furtbsr immw the ~ W Q H I B  of the 
japamew brigands, 'I%s Soviet regima d W  in a territory 
inhabited by one hundred million people and an army 
of a million mem-heru is a new gigantic b m h  in the capitalist 
d d ,  hem is a gigantie barrier to the realhadon of dm plm 
of pillage of the Japanwe brigat&. The Japan- imperialiata 
and generals, who d d e r  W I w  the vangaard of the whole 
capitalist world in organizing and provoking war againat the 
Soviet Union, look on Soviet C b h  as a moaal enmy that b y  
went to annihilate at a11 & 
Tba policy of expansion p& by tho Japan- generals is 
the most reactionary dass policy. Their bayoneta are directed 
primarily and above all against dm rcpolrrtion, but the foms 
of the xtvolution wiIl Mite. and 5ght with tbe utmost vigor and 
e n t h u h m  to foil their criminal p l m  Comrades, if the war 
whicb day by day for the past four yearm has threatened the Far 
Eastem frontiers of the Soviet Union has still not broken out, 
we o w  it exclusively to the fmBighted and coutageotlo 
poliq ~nreued by the Soviet Union. (Ap*.) We gm.4 this 
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policy. And it will be legitimate for ua at the name timQ to 
m d  hearty g m h g s  from tbe platform of thin Congrm to the 
gloriou Red Army -ding on guard at the Far b r a  Irontiem 
of our Socidist Fatherland (Stormy md proJon& appkm. 
Th8 &legam rise.) 
Comradm of the Far Eastern Red Army, if the Japaness bandit 
starts an attack and you rise in overwhelming strength to repal 
it d to make every imperialist bandit lose forevw tbe inclina- 
tion to make such at- be m e  &at throughout the world, 
under the Ieadersbip of oar Commuuiat Parties, millions of 
toilere will uupport your fight with all their strength, to aid 
you to Break the backbone of our clam emway. The workers' and 
pmmts' Red Army ia alliance with tb international prolehriat 
c d t u b  a power which no one wilI ever be able to conquer, 
( A p p h e . 1  
Th Drive of Fascbm, the P M p L  I-r oof War 
Comrades, the victory of fascism in C;ermany and in a number 
of ather corntries in Emope and the p e r a l  o f f d v e  of the 
f d  movmmt is the third new fact contributing to determine 
the interpationat situation to which I wiah to draw your attention. 
The drive of f h  is a reactionary raponse of decaying 
capitalism to tha triumph of socialism in the cormtry of the 
&&atorship of the proIetariat. It proceeds mide by side with an 
extreme sharpening of the class struggle, and hence a h  with 
aa intensification of the danger of war. Comrade Stalin 
haa qmtedly dram our a d m  to the f a t  that the I d s t  
dictatomhip b one of the f o m  of organidon of tbs hintwland 
of the bourgeoisie for tbe new war. The fmht dictatodip is 
M y  linked up with the p r e p a t a h  for war, and it 
tha preparatione for the new imperiaht war a particular M p  
and W o n .  The drive of faacim in the most c h l y  e x p d  
form of tha capitah! world'a sliding into a new world war. The 
victory of German National-Socialism, which is the mast ag- 
gmmim variety of fascimn, in not merely ths victory of a party 
b e d  upon the ploah unbridled chawinieon and setting the m- 
h b g  of war as ita immediate goal. It in likewise the victory 
of a party which proclahu without any rttieence that its i m m d -  
ute aim hi to undertake a coun~mo~utionarp war a g h  the 
Swiet Union, dm revolutionary movement of the working clam 
and the movemeat for the national b a t i o n  of the opprwsad 
p o p h i  throughout the world. 
Gurmaa faecism maktw its war promtion by the demand for 
Iibsration and unification of all Gcrmana living in Europe. b 
dQ, the h k  it sdts ib l f  i~ &at of d l i a b i n g  ib o m  
heg&onp on the European continent, and munta on attaining 
t b i ~  aim by leadhg a crnsade of d o n  against &a Soviet Union. 
The aime of the for* policy of the Third Empire'' of fmdm 
have besn a r p d  so dearly and ~ o w l y  that &ma mu 
" r e  nr&naLs&is~t,'' d m  Eitlm, -tb& c a w i h d y  
p l r t a ~ d & l ~ h ~ C t a R d ~ ~ * .  Wej&QRPO 
~ t h c d ~ c r a r c ~ ~ ~ ~ . w s ~ t h u ~  
p ~ s i a R o i ~ t o w h d R & h ~ a R B f ~ 0 1 ~  
g m t o # h m ~ h t A s E m ~ W e ~ ~ m d ~ h  
~ O R d ~ ~ o / t h p r t ~ ~ d ~ o w ~ ~ t A a  
CaPoBPhof~l-. 
" B n t ~ ~ j w a r p s l k o f n s r r ~ i E n r o p s ~ ~ ~ r a h a ~  
in mind only and the borderiug - mbje oo b Fate 
i d  Mcatse  &in path M.* 
Thh ftmdammtal dh&m of the foreign policy of National- 
Saia l im t conflrmed by all the activity of the l h  of tbs 
Third Eslpiren, by sverythiag they have done their a h t  
to power. The &born refusal to &TI a pact guaranteeing p e m  
and tba frontiexe in Ehtem Europe is not the least important 
numifeetation of this activity. On May 21, thin year, in hi8 leet 
~ o n G e r m a n f ~ ~ ~ o l i o g , h a ~ w h i c h ~ t h & h b i g h t  
of h y p e  and demagogy, Hitlar once again confirmed &at the 
entire policy of National-Sdaliam in simed at an attack against 
the Soviet Union. Thh time he gim a jwlihation much mom 
pemaaaive than the appeal to the conquering expeditions of the 
d a e v a l  Teatonic knights. 
Y&u mwd cmcuph," he maid, "am dimwtri- opporsd to 
h d W R U M I L , .  . . X t m ~ y r b a t ~ & E m p s f r o m  
C ' . . . N a d o n a l ~  cannot caU iis Gsnnaa 
fallow aomiqmm, the adhorantn of N a t h U d d h ,  to lappoat 
4 qmtm which ws caddm our mwt m o d  u n ~ . ~  
Indeed, no contrast is an profound as that d g  
tha cumtry of the dictatorship of fIitler famimu and the eotrntry 
of the dicbtorehip of the proletariat. German h tb4 in- 
stigator of the mmt raging capitalist reaction, of blody op- 
@on of the workera, the toiling pwants, the natimal minor- 
itiw and the entire &man pcopla Th0 Soviet power menno tb 
l i e  of tEw working class, the brat ion of all toilera from all 
forma of opprdon and exploitation, the ri#t of seIfdatadm- 
don for dl peoples. The Soviet power in tbt champion of the 
libmation of all hamanity. Famiat Germany h fha reign of tha 
magnataa of -pita1 and of the feudal Ian&- The Soviet 
Union iil the country of emancipated labor, of com5ona die- 
cipline, of ths moat a d d  culture and p-. Gemau 
fa&q which ia the instigator of the civil war of the dying 
bornpoiah againat the proletariat, fa likewise the champion of 
, war againat the camtry of the dictmmhip of tbe proletariat. 
I Thba&ofthswarpmpsgandacarrisdonbythefaecistpmse 
in &8 for the "dxpation of Bolshmimn" in along with rabid 
h w  aggression, rabid clam hatred of the maat reactionary 
d o n a  of he theotwgeoiaie againet tha proletariat. 
The fact &at, in a country with a population m m d d l y  
a x c d h g  &at of any othsr country in capitalist Emope, a party 
ia in power which so ahatply pub tbs problem of a war aiming 
at tHs deetrdon of ih -try of the victorious proletarian 
tbvdutid fsct mmt today m p y  tha center of om atim- 
don and our work. If it ia true &at one of the fundamsntal 
qditim of Boldmhm, that rn of the fundamental fea- of 
o w  re~olutionay strategy, iar the ability to determine at 4 
moment who in the principal enmy and to ba abb to wncentrate 
all forces for against hi many--then it is in the 
premnt juncture, and In xehtion to tha present podtion, that rn 
muat particularly give proof of thb U t p .  To c-trata om 
M e  h e  agaiast Gsrmatl famian, as the principal Mgator 1 of war and the mortal enemy of the Soviet Union and tbs 
proletmian rsrollltion, ia the d q  of every revolutionary. ( A p  
pbause.) Whowa fail0 to undemtand thin duty fa& to tmder- 
stand anydung of the forms in which the fight h w e a  reaction 
and revoldon is developing in Europe today. 
Ewy c o n d o n  made to the aggrdve poliq of fa&m 
fac ihka the work of the of peace and is a atep forward 
in the matter of mJea&ng war. 
'We fa&& d l  not succeed in impohg on us by the pacifut 
chattar wi& which they mask tbeir policy of war. We &dl not 
allow OUTB~~VW to be deceived by the hypocritical agitation d e d  
on by the f h t  leadm with regard to the national demands 
of the Gannan popdatim in the variow mmtrim of Europa 
We have dwaya rmdmstoad and supported thm national d e  
man& we rmdarshnd than and 8Uppork them today aa well. 
We are not supportmt~ of emidemant of Gsrmamy, nor of the 
oppreeeiw and violent mparation of the ma= of hmawpeal t inp  
popdatione. W e  am for the complete h a t i o n ,  mid and na- 
tional, of the Geman people, We are for b liberty of all tbe 
German-8peaki peoplm, for their right to national d t y .  But 
the liberation of tha German peopb will oommenoe, and mast 
inevitably camme- with tbs overthrow of the fascist regime. 
The NationalSociah Party, which h~ d j e c t e d  the workers 
and the pasmb of Gsrmaay to a b a r h n a  m g b  of con- 
cuntration camps, p r b m  and rortmes, cannot bs a champion 
of the nationaI Iiberation of the G s r r m m ~ g  p p l w .  
Tbs national mphtiono of the ~ - s p e & h g  popnlatim 
in ths variofls o o t m h  of E q  are for the f d a t  lagders no&- 
hg but d l  change, which they qical ly  pat into circalation 
in order to escars  upp port fox their p h  of con- and comnter- 
revolutionary war. Has not HitEsr b I f  given proof of this 
by sa&cing the in- of the German population of Southem 
Tyrol? 
German fa&m is to ereata reactionary blocs, 
subordinate to its plans of conqtwn& by sqpor i ing  ths most 
d o n a r y  parties and fancist eliqaea in various -trim 
The ht concrete aet of thia poky WM the conclueion at tb 
beginnig of 1934 of the pmct betwmi German Natimal-S&liam 
and Polish f a h .  Thh pact k essentially Merant from the 
majority we have known sinm the war. It is a sumt p a ;  and 
this return to~methodsof dipIomaq b& aao,d% 
worthy desrb of N a t i d W a l i s m .  What dl be mid d w; ' 
r ~ b y t h e I a b o r P a r t y l ~ w h o h a w ~ t l # =  
d o n & t t b b s n d o f ~ d i p l ~ ~ t h e d d ~ &  
who today in fact i d r d p  faciiitats ilk% f&' pouq h* 3 
Europe? 
All tbrtt ia hown of the pact htween Poland and 
gem to show that it ia an aggmsive pact sarPing ths pmpakm 
for wsr. Them h not tha di- r e f m c a  in h to itu la& d 
validity in the cam of the  to^ h m d v e ~  k n g  the ag- 
-or. It endemom to eetabliah a certain coordination 
Polieh and German propaganda and h e e n  tha action of W 
two co& among the bands of tha Ulanbhn QDtrntm-dg.  
t iomq emi@ and tke co~-rewlutIoary mainiaa bmm 
pdoisie, Allthismeansthatby t h a ~ o f t h i s p a c t P ~  
fawbm has joined the pIan of Germany% mritorial w p d a n  
I t o w h  &a East, the m a 1  plan for tb i n d m  a d  c o l d -  
tion of the Soviet Ulaaiuu 
I will not h 1 1  on the fact that ths agmmm - 
Poland and Garmarry ia fnl1 of co- a~ baa km vref 
&ply demonertrated rceently in comaion with the Darvdg 
i +n. X n c o n c l ~ t b i s p a c t r v i t h t b c l i q m w h i c h ~  
Poland, German Natiwal-Socialiem hag in no way m o d  its 
1 m?i-Polih a ldm,  but ha$ mmdy ddred to d t  ambmm 
for ire criminal dSwiet  ahmtum The plsn. which wn&a 
of d h d q  the m m m  of M a t i d S d a b  expanaim from 
Poland by dire&ng the menace a g a b  h Soviet Union, in a 
plan worthy of the d o  advmtmm who are lrsady to 
"I hasard man &a in-& o the Polimb peopIa It is *M 
?la8t i fGannanfasc iemweretoarruroeedin~~itdf in  
Europe whh dm aid of P o M  fascimn and in redking wen a 
part of its aha of territorial eon- ths fab of th Po&& 
psople would by no meane be an enviable mu A m;nimnm of 
~ ~ t o f o m m t h a t ~ p ~ t ~ o f ~ ,  
many a n  only once more pnt in mop ths n a t i d  in-- # 
s~ca of the Polish people and subject it once mom to & threat 
af by violence. And that is Poliah p d i c  opinion 
is more and more ooming to xealixe. 
The pact with P o l d  haa BeFPed German NatimaI-Sddsm 
as a nbdng point from which to ealarge dm nehomk of itm 
intrigues. Itu direct conmpuence has been to aggravats the manam 
to the frontiers of Ceechodovakia and to tfie independence of 
bchdovakia, and to make German f s d m  more a+vu m 
ite straggle to put an end to the i n d e p d e m  of the Baltic 
countria& It hm had as ita c o ~ ~  the extreme aggravation 
of the Anshim problem. Having destroyed the Frmco-Polish 
alIiawe, National~Sdiarm is aiming at the didntagration of 
the Little Entente and ita replacement in Cemixal Europe by a 
new bloc of fwk powere, the &a of which fs to con& of 
Polend, Hungary and Bulggaria In prom- Jqpdvia a part 
of the Amtrim territories, the German fmiota are endeavoring 
to draw t h i ~  country alsa into the b l q  jurt an they am trying 
to change the orientation of the foreign policy of Rumania 
The open and nhamelem aaeistanee which Hitler f& in 
giving to the development of the fawhit movement in all cotmtrim 
is a component part of thin reactionarg plan. 3y wing fomip 
c m n d o n s  in ib bdlicom drive,  exm man fascism b mobilizing 
and agitating all the war parti- throughout Europe-from Eng- 
land to the Balkans, from Finland to Spin, from Holland to 
Italy. 
T h  we aea w R W ~  clearly d e w  in E w o p  a group oj 
ca*a a m ,  & m M  oRd di rmfd  th8 mod -
a d  redonory forces, wha are dh+ ~~ iR M a i -  
gbe w b r d  of tuta in generd and, in ptkdm,  of a twr 
directtd ug&t the S&t Union. On the & hand, a poup 
iu appearing, comidng of capitam c o m ~  d c h  for tht most 
part have p  a parliamentary regime and wbich are more 
or leas interested in the pmtmation of peam. 
Them are certain p r o p h  of d o n  who have the &r~fltery 
to amaert that the vietory of ths reactionary and f d s t  p+ in 
a11 countries would faditate ih cam of peacs, because these 
@s, king cl- to each other in the'v ideology, vwuld be 
&1e mom d l p  to come to an mk-ding. 
But look at what is going on f& -y and 
fa&t Italy. Germany's raising of the qaeetiw of the amexation 
of Auntria M the most acute @OD. in b t r a l  h o p e ,  the 
deveIopmeut of a NatiodSoeinlist movement and the m p m d  
attmpts at a famist ptach in Anstria, have mated a dimat 
menace. b the frontisrs of Italian im- The renewal of 
the "Drong Mch 0smn of German impsrialiem in f& garb 
cuts acrose the lines of imperialist eqmwion of Italian fatdmm 
b ia thw created a focua of cadi& which d m n h m  
all stability of relatiom and tran@lity in Central Europe. To 
amwt that it is p o d l e  to baea the psriee of Europe and of the 
whole world on an entente between f d  dictatorship, w h i h  
haw completely reduced the toilera to dawrp, is to Iie m a moet 
abmelees fadion. 
Intheperiodimmdidyfollawingtlrswaritwas~ 
to my ?hat them wme in Europe d paxtimhly dangerom 
war centam, mcalled %lhtniadn regions, here  the spark of 
a war cdagration might arim more e d y  than elsewhere. To- 
day them hi no longer any part of E m p  which hag not h 
" B a l ~ ' '  in this wme, there is not a comer of dm Condnent 
-in the part of it which is still andm the capita& 
where dm statw ars not ranged esuh other, mad? to 
p a d s i n a f m h ~ f r o m t b s p ~ t s t a ~ o f m r s t a b l e p a a e s , a  
peace a d  to the tp th  and very -ruin, to a state of o p  war. 
~ i e t h e d i r a c t ~ o f t b s d r i v e , t h e v k t o r i m a n d  
the intrigass of famiml, particularly of Gmman N a t i o n a l W -  
iga E d & p f o r s ~ a r d m a d e b y f h a n d t h a w a r p n r t i s s o f  
t h e ~ s i a c a n o n I y ~ ~ m o m m l t o f t b s p l a n g s o f ~  
capitalk world into the abym of war. 
Tbia is one more ar-t, w m d e g  and by no mano a 
m d a r y  one for thw who aek ma why we put the dafanw of 
b o w - *  WTties at the *ter of om d f r a t  
and people's front policy. We cannot remain indifferent whm 
wi-g the cmation of a atate qskm dimkd by the moat 
bellicoes and ohauvhht group of tbe bourgeuisiq in the prer- 
e n c s o f ~ g r ~ w t h o f t h s ~ w a r ~ t h r o u g h o a t t h e  
world, and the tendency iowarda the f o d m  of a blm of 
f& countrim for a war against tba Soviet Union. 3n thia 
co~mection, oar task dam not consist merely in pdve ly  regbk- 
hg even& bnt in making po l ib ,  that f to ~ y ,  in* in 
~ ~ ~ a 8 t o c h a n g e ~ c o m a e o r , a t l e a s t , t o h o l d b a o L  
the o d r d  of war. 
Can w e  not fofewe what a vktoriolls war of Garman f h  
wodd @if? for Europe? Sueh a war would signify the snd of 
national independence for tEae &e& th L i t h h  rmd tha 
ohm little nationalitien of the Bal* as well as for the Polas, 
Duaoh and %+a All ha peoplm of Europe underatand this, 
a proof of which is tbe mth~llliaiim with WE& tbsse p p 1 m  
whwe nationat independ- is thre&ned by National-SadmIim 
d a m  the ever more a c h  and apthoritatns participation of 
tbe Swiet Union in European pofitiw, becam thia ' "onal 
of the U3.S.R bars the road to the oEdm of the 
Germanf& 
Inconeentratingtheheofoar~leagainatthaphcipal 
enmy of peace, a g h t  German f ' Prhich d m  not pmved 
IU from waging an irreconcilable struggle against the imperialism 
of our 'own" mtmtries aud -&st the extrem war partiw of the 
cupitaht c o d e s  comedad with German f- aceom- 
pliah our role M the supreme M a h  of all ths libertiaa and 
oonqumta of the working claa and toilam, a d  we M e n d  national 
M o r n .  
W" T is the policy of the bii imperialist powam k tbn fws 
.of tbe growth of b e l l h  German fasciem and Japarrslw 
militarism? 
It is essential to bear in mind that war against the 
Union is not the sole aim of German National-Swhliem and 
Japanese militarh They are fighting for their own hqpnony. 
Their attack upon the Soviet Union is only a component part of 
a general plan of expanlon and mnqueat. These planq whicb 
aim at a new repartition of the world, cla& with the whole ciun- 
plex of existing intereh and d l 1  further intensify the antagom 
ism between the imperialbts, not only in Europe but througborrt 
the world 
Japan's annexation of Manchuria and itm a g p d v e  activiq 
aimed at the conquest of the whoh of China intmaify imperialist 
rivalries throughout the Pacific Ocean. Both England and the 
United States are directly dected by thiar expedition of lapan 
against China The antagonisms between Gmat Britain and the 
United States are the moat profound of all thorn that tear a p t  
the imperialist world, becam theg th-1v~ a 
world scale, because t h e  two oolmtrim mcomtm one another 
in every part of the world, and because the goal towaxds whi& 
American imperialitan inevitably atrives io the undermining of 
Briti i  colonial and maritime rupremacy. But tbe military powr~c 
of the United States and its &abgic podtion in the Pacific Ocean 
do not yet cornpond to its and ita tmnodc develop- 
men?, h spite of !he bmendow growth of its  armament^ d h g  
the past few ycara. 
Thus we are confronbed here by an impridat state which 
does not set itself immediate goals of corn-, I e m p w  
imnutw g d  oj conquest, aad WE& h i n W  in gainimg 
time, in postpoxling an armed conflict as long M ~ d 1 4  and 
in employing the time &us g b d  to strengthen its own pdtiona. 
We witnwa a number of measure8 nndertaken by the U a  
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Stat- for gradually strengthening its position in the Pacific 
Ocean. Thetie meamma am swn in the reinforcement of tbe a1- 
ready formidable miIitay-naval bmm and in the establishment 
of new bases, both naval and air, in the Western Pacific, the 
Alemtian Islands, Al+ etc, AU these measares are a r q o n s e  
to those of Japan, whioh endeavom to win positions that would 
o p  a path for it towar& Southern Asia and the Indian Ocean. 
The armaments race aad the atruggle for strategic preparation for 
war are in full swing in the Far E h  and the whole Pacific Ocean. - 
The position adopted by Great Britain is mry merent from 
that of the United States. British policy caunot b m h t o d  
if one confines oneself to emphasizing the contrast betwem the 
countries that were late in entering tha impmidist struggle of 
competition and the camtrim that snccaeded in conquering 
colonial poesessium, drawing tbe hasty ooncldon that the former 
are fox war and the latter for paaoa Thb m a w  is not no simple. 
Britain, which andoabtedly p- ths colonial empire, 
doeg not pmm a policy of peaca at all. 
In the firet placq the defenw of an empire extending to  every 
continent tsqairss Britain to react to cun&ete that break out or 
am mahuing ~ o e n  at the m m  remote pointe, and in &e mow 
Nerent  regiom. Itn p o w  ia full of contradictions, and tbsa 
contradictim in their turn become !he source of the htahility 
of ita p d o n ,  the cawe of new confliata. 
In the wond pIace, the British bourgeoisie is the champion 
in regard to euppmdq the liberation moments of the colonial 
peoples, jnst M the German fascieta are the champima in estab 
Lishing the open dictaiondip of tbe b o ~ ~ e  over the working 
01- 
As eady aa 1848 Karl M a n  thu defined the role of Britain 
with regard to the development of tha revolution in Europe: 
in the epoch of Napolwm, bghd will aand at the h d  
of the oonntat-rmolntionnry nrmisq but through tha war i td f  it 
rrill t h m  to ths hsad of the m ~ t l t i o n ~  ~ t ,  bnd win 
pap its dsbt towards the m h t i o n  of the dghtenth wnturpurpn 
(Karl Marq d o  in N e w  Rhdthhe 2-, J- 1,lW.) 
The requEremmb of atruggle for p m a t i o n  of its colonial 
hegemony, against revolution and against the national-riberation 
movemenb rtmh today, too, the f l t l l h t d  
B r i u  policy. These ~ ~ t a  are @ 
by the moet r e d o n a y  groups of the bonrpida Tbs ~ s W  
of Britieb imperialism towardo G e r m  NationalSwiallrm. ~ ~ b r  
not be o t h d  explained In the recent parfod Gmst B&h 
has repeatedly gim ite support to NationalSoddh qsht 
forces that endeavomd and are endeavoring to oppoee tbs lath% 
war policy, It is under the open or conceded support of Bdk& 
and wen urged on by the latter, that NatiodSocWam ham - 
built an imperiaIiet German maas army. Britain hae l@hW 
the armaments of impsrialist Germany by concluding with (;sr- 
many the recent naval agreement, which baa d o n a d  the a n d m  
mrmt of the war c l a m  of the VersaiHla Treaty, hae given tbs 
dpd for a new race in the building of war h t i a  in Europe a d  
at the sama t h e  has created a new inetrnment of q g r d o n  i 
the Wtic, at the g a b  of the Soviet Union. 
If we remember that the war of 191418 largely arm from 
he conflict h e n  British imperialism and Garman i m p r i a h q  
and that the ercpanaion of National-Socialism taka plaoe in all 
d i d o m ,  that it is demanding for imIf a new colonial em@ 
and hegemony in Europe, then it is clear that the problem will 
again preeent imlf just as in 191418, but tbis tima in a mu& 
sharpex faehion. It is eaey to u n d d  that the -port 
to German faacim by die-hard circles of ths BrItiab boqeoide 
is nothing else thaa support- or indirect-vm to ths 
preparation for war agairlist the Soviet Union. Bdtish imprial- 
ism, and in particular the moat readonary d o n  of the British 
bourgeoi~e [here a h  the question must be put in a differentiatad 
fashion), conaidem it to be its "biatoriml" task to deal a m o d  
blow to the corntry of socialism, or at least to weaka dm 
Soviet Union for a long period of time by a series of warm H 
Europe and in the Far East. 
Finally, the attitude of Poland, in which British i m @ h  
undoubtedly plays an ouiatanding role, confirms tbia atahmeat 
We have here a c l d e  exampIe of the pemanmt tendewy 
of the imperialist countties to solve their contradictions by or- 
g&g intervention against the U.S.S.R. The reactionary B r f U  
bonrgeoime thinks it can direct the drive of  and Japan- 
imperialism that menaces ita own polritiona into an antiSoviet 
channel. But in fact the international situation is so m m p L i d  
today, the different war cenke are so closely bound up with 
one another that any project of "localizing" an imperialist war, 
or of limiting the war plans of German fascism and Japanese 
imperialism, is a sheer utopia. The Bdtish boargeobie, by the 
m n d o n s  and support which it gives to the hatigatom of war 
in Europe and in the Far East, aderatea the onset of a new 
world war into which the Britiah Empire will ioevitabIy be drawn. 
A different role is now played by Frame. The F m &  born- 
geobie ia atill intelligent enough not to forget that in the gospel 
of Hitleriam France is depicted as the traditional enemy of Ger- 
man imperhdh in Europe. It is still intelligent enough to mdm- 
stand that every step taken by German National&cialiam along 
the road toward the conpuest of hegemony iu Europe must in- 
evitably p h  the security of France and the very integrity of 
French territory in jeopardy. That ie wby the French botlrgeobie 
is particularly conscioos of the indiMility of peace at the pre* 
ent time and is intermted in the defense of the &ah8 quo, which 
can only mean ddense of pea- and cippaaition to German fas- 
cism's nnbounded plan of aggmdoa 
Obviody, no one can churih excesaipe illnaiom regarding 
the consistmcy of the F M  bourgeoisie in this peam policy. 
The position of French imperialism also is fuII of contradictions 
pphich manifest themelm both within the country ite we11 M 
internationally. For a long time, a considerable d o n  of the 
French bourgeoisie have cherished plans for v t  with 
German imperialism. These are the planar of the most reactionary 
section of the bourpisie, Tardieu, the Fiery Cr- the church 
and the d o n a r y  elements that are attempting to fascize the 
army. In making this statement we must at the same time cam- 
p h i m  the fact that the preaant policy of the French bourgeoisie 
is notbhg but the expression of c1m relatiom within the country, 
in particular of the premm of the ma= of the French people, 
d o  do not want an antiSoviet agreement with Hitler, becansa 
they hate the Hider reghe and place their hope in the country 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. That is why the united 
front and people's front policy of our French Communist Partp 
is a gumantee for peace, not only for France, but for tha 
of the whole world (Appknrse.) 
LRf us draw a few conclusions from this cursory anal+ of 
the mutual relatiom of the big imperialist p o r n :  
1. The contrast between the capitalist world atid the n r l d  
of h i i n n  continues to be the deepest contradiction in the 
p m t  hbtorical period. 
2. This contradiction ia expressed today mpacidy Bharply 
by the fact that the imperialias of two of the greateat eoantri~~, 
Gemmy and Japan, are o p d y  d h g  for war against the 
M e t  Union, are trying to c m a i ~  a bloc: of a numbex d m 
d o n a r y  and faecist s#w to prepare and wage this war, and 
are supported and ummmaged iu fhces efforts by the mout ra- 
donary  &ata of the bourgeoith of the greatest imperialht 
power, Great Mtain. 
3. The policy of ag@m of Geman f d m  and J a m  
militariem leads inevitably to a new m h m t i o n  of all inter- 
national -b~ at the same time to a differentiation 
in dm policy of tbe great impariau powore, some of which are 
htamtd  in tEBa defcmw of dae atattle quo and in a temporary 
md cmditi-I defmse of p4acs 
It hllowa from all thiq cmmuh, that the international 
situation b particularly taw and actate, that wnr can b d  ont 
at any moment and at any place, and that any war will inevitably 
h m e  a world war. It likapPiae foU~m from all this that tha 
antagonha betwwm the big hpdht powera are developing 
in ~aeh a way that at a giPGm moment, mder given conditiom, 
they may to a curtain exteat form an obstacte to the d o n  
of a mw blw of &a p o r n  for war a&et ths Soviet Unim 
Thb opcms wide p d i t i e s  for the Soviet poliq of peace. 
If it is true that diffeffno~~ s3dg in the poeitione of ths 
variou o o & d  a~ I have jna &- we cannot 
fail to take them into aceom in det61.rrmua . g oar revolutionary 
atrategy and our tactics in the fight against war. This is absolutely 
e~smtial. 
Let me remind you of the excaptiom1 clarity which LarJn 
gave to the theoretical baeis far the d t y  of this repolatimaq 
straw: 
u L t b ~ t o ~ t h b m m p o w & i l ~ o n l y ~  
d g  om do^ to ths ntmwt md br mws d r ,  
o d y ,  d** mtmtivdy 4nd W d y  t&king h m g a  of 
mmy w, howmw w in the raakr af Qtu aumisr, of 
~ ~ n h m o f i n ~ ~ t h s m d o ~ g r o u p o r t g p m  
d ~ m i n t J a e y a r j o t m m t z u m h ;  b y u L t n g a d ~ o f  
- mdbmY, =dl, of naiPinn m d y  *mong h 
~ - t h r m g h t b . 1 1 ~ b s t ~ I p . d I l n d n & r m r t r b l 4  
~raliabls md eonditiond. Thaw who do mt demand tht. do 
not u m b h d  avm a gFaia of Mudm and of d a t E a  ntodmn 
- in g d " .  
As yon directly eayn that it is obligatory to a t i h  
all the contradictions of h t e m t ~ ,  not only between the bow- 
geoiaie of diflmnt co&. b d n  apeaka ham p d l y  of the 
attitude of ths prolelariat to tbs problam of international poIicy 
and war. The directin he gim ia obligatory for IM &ova all in 
determining the foreign policy of the atate and of tbe dictatodip 
of tha proletariat. But it ir at ths wna tinw obligatory for the 
proletariat and for the Commlmist Pa& of the capitalist corn- 
triq in sa far aa thesa Parties can and must work out a p d w  
pmition in deciding problem of intsmational policy, inter- 
vening actively in the couree of m t a  and aiding kndeneiss that 
retard the unlertehing of war and hindering evqtbhg  that CUR- 
stitutw a dixect immdiate menam to peaea. 
At the b a ~  of our revolPtionarg strategy, and conmqusntly 
of our concr* agaiaa war, we put the conantration 
of f o r m  agaitlst the Japanem'mihxh who threaten an on- 
arlanght on the Soviet Union at its Eastern fro~$eru and who are 
striving to destroy the conqtmb of thQ Qlineas mvolution, and 
againat German fa&m-h cbief h i p t o r  of war in Enrop 
We endeavor to all Muran- e x M q  in tha podtima 
of the various imperialist p o r n  We must utilize them skil. 
fully in the intemta of the MWLBB of pace, not f o r g f i g  for 
r moment the n d t y  of delivering a blow against the enemy 
in o w  o m  oomtriee, againat oar "om" impriaUam ( A p p k . )  
Lenin, *tcf~.VW Conmuah, BR Infmde &on&, p 52, Li#Is 
Mi Library, Intsmathal Pabliabm. New York. 
TV. THE ATTACK OF FASCIST ITALY ON 
AND THF, ACCENTUATION OF COLONIAL QlWTIm 3 
P" RMIT me to dwell on the policy of fascist M y  and iap colonial and war expansion in Eastern Afrioa, aimed p r b  
arily apimt Ethiopia, I la11 n&ct m p l f  hem to foar 
~~ 
Fint  obssraartiotl By the ~yunp1e of Italy wa clearly m 
that the faecist rugimeiaimevitably drawmiatow~invirtmaf  
its poky and in virttre of &a contradictions of t .  pole. 
ftalinn famiam eamot boast of having been consistent in  it^ 
foreign policy. In 1923, b m d i d y  after coming to porn, 
Mawmlini supportred impdaht Frana in carryhg oat the 
military &011 of tbs Ruhr. In the following pm-ap to 
19344m b d c  lins of hh policy was, on the mntrarg, that of 
struggleto lmderminethahagemmy of Fmnchimperialiwmin 
Europ by the orgdation of a Bloc of '%&aidst'' powara, 
Italian f a d m  d h g  this period p m d d  ita %aditional f r i e d  
shipn with England, bat it btri& @mt F$rrrland h Asia 
Minor and in ths Ftd Sea On tb h of Arabia it f d  
t h s w a r o f d m A r a B l d a g d o m o f h Y c o ~ a e n ~ t h s A r a b  
kingdom of the Hedjaq the v d  of ttW British b p h  
Today it k draggling agde Bdih i m ~ ~  over b 
Ethiopian @on. The fa&t aewnpapm tbreatm Britain wi th  
tha d m 0 1 1  of the formidable n a d  Itam of Malta within 
a half hour. There is a single basic for this d o n  of
somemulta in the foreign policy of Italian f-, via, ths 
eearch for a satntion by a r m  of the domestic and foreign p 
I blwm and aontradictions of tHe f& rsgiohe. The hanka*ing 
for war in order to cortsolidate the bases of the d h d p  by 
1 military Pietorim h a m  the leadera of tbe faseist All 
rhe mm of h&onal p d i q  serve them as a p e  It b 
only the militarp of M y  in comparisoa with 
bi i m w  powma, pIm ths lack of ohaminism among the 
people, thst has r~araintd Italian impdaljsm from war. Ths 
Italian people that fought heroically on the barricades in the 
yeam of civil war during the atmggle for nationaI independence, 
when it waa c~nacioua of Wthg for ita libertg and for ib rights, 
d m  not intend to @t for the colonial advarrturm of its hate.d 
(AP*.) 
Second obse& The conflict with Ethiopia is likewise 
the last stage of the evolution of the aationdk and chauvinist 
demagogy of faeciem, the concIunion of the m-~alled people's 
campaigns with the aid of whi& f& ha8 audeavorsd to b 
oeive the maaw~ Fmism has lamW new damgogic cam- 
paigns at each d&alty, at each aggravation of th cormWs 
situation. But a momant aomes whm all demagogy c e w  to 
avail and fasciam, under the whip of its own uubridled chaavin- 
iem, under the drive of t8s bourgeois groups that are moat 
iatwesred in a warlike ontaoxns prscipitatts i k I f  into tbs war 
which it has preached aa a henling d y  for the world and aa 
an inevitable n d t y  for the mlution of the problems facing the 
world War is the la& d o m  of f& rqimm. 
Third o b s e d n .  The bellie~~e oampaign of Italy in Eastern 
Africa has had aa ib c o n m c e  the lsceentnation of its relationr 
with the big capitalist powers, not only in the area dead by 
the Italian attack, but in all other u r e . ~  M well, Ia Europe, the 
rupsn;u~8ions of thin campnip are already today extremely 
powerfal and w i l l  become still stranger if an armed c o a c t  
breaks out. In fact, there io not a single capitalist mte which 
k not dixectly or indirectly affected by this confliat. G m r  Britain, 
w W  is oppoeiag Italy'~ war policy for alleged paciht reasons, 
ia gnided in fact by selfidx imperialist inter&, seeing in the 
occupation of Ethiopia by Italy a fir& cancrete act modifying 
the map of colonial posseseions in Africa, and thum r a w  in 
practia the queation of a new repartition of tk world At the 
moment when the demand for leoloniea in the mubje of a huge 
mtw campaign in Germmy and is being r a i d  e m  by Poland, 
?hie is a wry dangarotm p e t .  
Franm wodd prefer to let Italy have freedom of action, for 
it doss not want to Iom the latwr's rupport which will bs n- 
mry for it at the decisive hour. On the other hand, however, it 
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f a m  that if ItaIy ia occupied in Afrioa, a rharp 
of the situation m y  take plrs at any moment in Emopsidm6 
C;wmrtn faeoirrm ie onIy waiting fox an opporkmity to flr 
plans in AtrsLria, in the Danube Bash and on the Italian 
Even Japan, which is 12,000 kilometem away from East A f r h ,  
and which does not yet have such large interests in Ethiopia 
aa it trim to indicate, intemmm none the lem in the o d b t  with 
conaidetable noim, &g in it an excellent pretext for mwdq 
itn own imperialist visage with a ma& as protecaDr of the 
colored races. 
The impossibility of erecting barrim to aeparate the different 
pohta of friction between the big impariaIist powem, the im- 
p d i l i t y  of locahing any conflict breaking out between them, 
ie plainly shown by the example of Ethiopia. P e a e  is idiukibte. 
The last bacr R O ~  th leart impma$ o b a e d n .  The nth& 
of fmiat Italy on Ethiopia will inevitably result in a new 
&upenjug of the antagdm and open struggle between tha 
imperialist world and the colonial peopla For the tima being 
ths atruggle of de Negro peoplm of CuntraI and Eastern Africa, 
which hae k n  going on for decades, haa been in abeyance. 
l h h g  tbeee h d m ,  the Negroee in Afrioa have been subjected 
to a qh not only of exploitation and davement  but of 
veritable physid extermination. The &is yearn -ted 
the horrors of the colonial regime enforced by the Europaw 
on the immenare black continent. On the othm hand, in the war 
which they waged in Lybia in 1-29, the Italian f a d &  gaw 
a proof of how faacisrn conducts its colonizing activity. In this 
sphere also, fascism has proved to be the moat barbarom form 
of the domination of tbe bourgeoisie. 
The war of I d y  in Lybia wa8 c o n d u d  from start to bi8b 
as a weu of extermination of the native popdation. It ended in 
dm m a m e  of 20,000 nativeemen, women and Widrep-who 
had been driven by armed force into the most axid part of the 
country, where they died from hunger and thirst and were ex- 
posed to machine gun 6re from airplanes. 
A war of fascism against the last free native d~tate of Africa 
will produce reaction and indignation in all black Afrim, in all 
the Arab countrim and in Mohammedan India. The hat  aymp- 
toms of this indipdon are already visible 
The Temp of July 24, 1935 published the following inform- 
ation: 
m A n d t h m i t i m t h a t a t ~ p r t m s n t ~ i n ~ d , ~ ~  
Ugaada and tba Ang1~-Egyptian Sudan, botb ia the b- and 
H thofomrw by b f i r a  for driving ofi b o f  p w ,  tho d m  
uILabontthewmwhichthsSultmof E t h I o p h d h a r o t ~  
Wagd q#mc rhe f ~ ~ ~ t  dhdq@h# bemm th 
Idiana, the Franeh and the thsw w h o  n w  who 
b h g  paca in h a  tarritoriun which thsp have crrrrqnmd only b 
bqmbg a  ma^ of Iam which ara mtrary to ths oaotury-old 
a m t o m o f  h e w . . .  
*Jn 0 t h  wm& tha Italian-Eddoph d c r  in a fm mmshe 
bdansll~lrs to 0th up O r r s - . h  rheqirit of AfriCannation- 
~ w h k h f e U i m o a a a t s o f ~ g y w h e n K h a r t o u m w m  
r o t a h  h Lord KWmm in 1899, than d k a- 
h m Qf tlm anti-fomigwr, Q8m-m~~ d pn-Idam p m p  
grnaS which-itu ozighp*rtlyfFom mrtdn Amsricm N* 
g x c a  and & from & anti-Emqcm kab mmd- 
~ ~ w a l l ~ o l m t o w r r I n ~ ~ ~ ~ w  
We maat bear in mind theee o b a t i o n ~  of the bourgeois 
o o l ~  w h  we tnwe the prospect of &a formation of a rwo- 
lationmy oituation in asmddon with the proepact of war. 
Mia* ia an economically and political backward coon- 
try, No trace of a national~revolutionary mo-t or evan a 
simple democ~atic movement has yet been in &dww h. 
It ia a c o u n q ,  moreover, in which the transition from a feudal 
reghe, organbd on the bmis of semi-independent tribaa, to a 
~~ monarchy is taking place rather slowly. But thin in 
not the deoisive q u d o n  for detc ' ' g our attitude towarb 
tas war contrived by Italy. 
Our Italian Comm& Party waa perfectly right in talcing 
a Mentiat position t o w &  the imperialist war of Italian f a d m  
and in launching the dogm "Hands off Ethiopian. And I can 
assme yon that if the Negus of Ethiopia, by ddmting the plans 
of conqwst of fasciam, help the ItaIiuu proletariat to etrike a 
dsatb blow at the regime of the blackshirta, no one wi l I  reproach 
it with hhg "backwardn. The Ethiopian people is- the ally ol 
dm I t a h  proletariat against f 
WQ amnm it ai o m  sympathy. 
the Italian people, the traditiw 
dime traditim in w b s b  name the first I t a h  
w i t h ~ ~ r w i a s m e n t e ~ d t h s r m b d ~ h e ~ i n ~ o ~ l m d ' '  
snd Hungary, in Gntxe a d  Sonth Aazffica, in rrozsrp p h m  
whem the banner of waa r a i d  for national b r &  
h a  traditione bring the Italian t o i h  to the aide of the EWb 
pian people against the fascias bouqdde. 
Our b d  World Crmgr*na, in 1920 greeted the -la of ths 
o p p d  p p l e s  of Asia against .impmidim aa an intagral 
part of de world xtv~lution. It pledged all revolutionaries to 
sapport this struggle with all their power aad by all mmm 
Today, in face of the prospect that new rwwsvss of the anti- 
ImpmiaEst repoltdi0~1 in the enormons A f h  continent wi l l  be 
drawn into the struggle, owhg to the assault of f h ,  the 
Seventh C o n p a  of the Communist htematiwal onm aport 
prdaimSthattheCommwisbarethe~gusrdof e m y a k  
q&tina*m. 
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V. OUR CENTRAL SLOGAN-THE STRUGGLE FOR PEAa 
AND DEFENSE OF TEIE SOYlET UNION 
face of the frightful reality of the capitalist world whieb cs rlmhing into war, millions .nd millions of man, women, 
youth, and soldiers ask with .anxiety: "Ie our fate kevoeabIy 
U P  18 it not p@le to prevent Ma &Ie murge which 
h a m a r  us?" 
We Communists, the vanguard of tha working dasn, can 
reply t4 thin @on. We h o w  that war in an inwitable accom- 
p m h m t  of the capitalist mghm Capitalist tmbty, which ie- 
based on b exploitation of man by man and the hrmt for 
profit, cannot avoid giving rim to war. But we h o w  q a l l y  
we11 that all &ma of the developmemt of haman m&y are 
decided in the final and* by utruggldy tha -1e of the 
masm. We l a d  our appeal to tha p a t  masses who do not 
- ~ ~ d t m l L a o w f o r w s . ~ l u P a ~ ~ @ h s r f ~ ~ m  
o r g b  h mkd fmnt oj dJ w b  m w ~  b Mmd and pm 
- mu 
E m  at the gram momen@, ths draggle for peace b not a 
hopeha ma It is not hopel- in atniggling for paam, 
we arzpport o d m  now on tbs Edmgtn of tha working clam 
which has the power in its hat& m in U3.S.R Note what tbe 
Soviet Union has achieved War baa &heady m e n d  its frontiem 
for psara But by fighting tcmaciady for pea, by eacrificing 
all that it was +I% to d c e  for the GSUM of peace, by 
relying on its powerful stmqgtb, it has bsen able to avoid war 
ap to the p m t .  If the Soviet Union had not exieted, the 
breathing spa- h a e n  the IWO cycles of mm woald not have 
k n  so 1- The p e o p l ~  would long ago have been thrown 
into a new slaughter. Our &mggIa for paace in which we rely 
on dm m g t h  of the Soviet Union, baa, thedore, every chanee 
of baing mcadul. E n y  month, every WE& which wa &m 
is of anormom vdue for h d t g .  Comb of & d Q s p f  
q i r a i & m  of tht ~ ~ a m i ~ W ~ ~ ~ & o f d l ~ ,  
t k c o m ~ w ~ h t z ~ l a a E p u & a & l f ~ t A e M o ~ t h ~  
podsn for tht defense of pax ad the Soviet Union. T h  I ~ & I R I  
OJ pwrce homes our c8ntrd slogan in the fight against ww. 
The polemic conducted by Lenin during the World War a g h  
the Trot&+ over tbe dogan of p e w  was a polemic agaht  
the Memhvik tendency to counterpose the nIogan of paacs to 
the dogan of defeatim and the trdormation of the imperialist 
war into a civil war against tha bomgeoisie. In fact, during tbs 
imprialint war, the problem wdd no longer be that of 
to maintain peace, but of u W g  the deep crisis and the wan 
of hatred against tba oapitalist world created by the war in oxdw 
to u n l e d  the proledarian mvolation and overhow ha claa 
domination of the borrrgeoisie. It waa the lmpsrialisa p o m  
which apoke to tha p p l e  of a "just" end "democraticn p 
in order to h£da the h p i a h  abn of thb war d to d l y  tb4 
m a w s  to the- chauvinist policy of deftma of the fatherland 
Comradm, wa not only do not hide the arlogan of tha wnver- 
don of imdaliat  war hato uvi l  war, which, in caea of war, 
m i n e  thb f u n d m 1  slogan of B o w  but by fighting 
dqamtsly for peace we d d m ,  as the d t  of right, to 
mrite around the revoltltionary v&uguard the mruvees of tbs 
works,  toiling pmntm md dm the pe#p kwgeoisie, whi& 
the prolstariat must laad along dm path of the mnveraion of 
impesiali war into d d  war against tHs bourgeoisia 
Bat %e c o n d m  of impialist war into oivil war dgni. 
hen above all mUo"pr adm~".* h &OKM Will b~ 
dl ths more poarsibIe and d1 the mom threatening for the boor- 
g e o i s i s , b d e e p e r m ~ i a p e n e t r a t i n g a m o n g t h e ~  
and linking ourselves with tbem, conduot3ng a etruggle for the 
defame of peace prior to the outbreak of war, for the defame 
of pea= which is the m& p r o f o d  of the toilem 
If in tba period immediately fol1owi11g the m r  we did not 
put the slogan of peace at the center of our agitation, it waa 
~ U B B  for everyone "peace" then meant the peace of Veraaillea, 
which we condemned and ageinst which we were fighting. We 
wanted to avoid even indirectly aeemix~g to give our support to 
the V d l e s  system. T o h y ,  when the VarsaiIlaa ayetam has 
d 1 J  and German Ratioad-Socialism ie striving to provoke 
a new war with the aim of forcing on the p p I e s  of Europe a 
of oppression d l 1  more monsttous &an that of Ver- 
saiUes, the defense of peace reoeives an entirely Werent content. 
We defend peace, not h u a e  we are numbersd among the 
flabby Tolstoyans, but because we are striving to mure the 
mditions for the victory of the revolution. If war breaks out 
tomorrow, we aha11 enter tha stmgg1e with the greatest d e t d -  
ation and fight with a11 our forces, larowing that this struggIe 
will be a life and death Btruggle behmn QS d tI#r bomgeoiaie. 
We know that our forcaa are not negligible. But am they equal 
to the tremendom tasks confmnw ua today? The mihd front 
of the working c lw has up to now achieved notable IUCCWEW 
only in a single big capitalist country. The question of reestab- 
lishing the political unity of the working elm m a single revolu- 
tionary party is only now h+nhg to be r a i d  We are, 
howeyer, atill far from  it^ solution: 
"It ia  in tho of capital," wmts LaPtn, "to d m  Ita 
mamy (the mvolutioaruy pdetmht)  bit by bit, Mom ths work- 
in all countrim haw d t a d  (actually nnittd, t, by bsginnfng 
iha d n h n ) .  It k in om in- to do all that k &o to 
tales advantags of the UlightePit opportunity to ths ded- 
dm battle until the momam (or 'till ahm') tha mrolntiomry 
mah of ths Biag14 mt, intmmionaI army haye b m  ndtad." 
By making the 6ght for peace the center of our activity, we 
give the lie in the most striking manner to dl the various slan- 
derers, ranking from the bourgeoisie to the counter-revolutionary 
Trotskyists, who have the effrontery to say that Communists ate 
in favor of war, that they base their hoper on war, as if they 
think that only war will create a dtuation in which it will Be 
@1e to fight for the mvolution, for tb6 conqueat of power. 
We h o w  quite we11 that in many corntrim, above a11 in thow 
which have a -at dictatomhip, there are toilem who am 
inched to think that only war can give their dm the possibility 
of renewing the revoIutionary -&. We noted such tendencia 
in Ibaly, we note them now in Gemany. We b o w  that such 
tendencies show themselves above aH among the elwnente which 
Lave h n  demoralized by defeats idicted on the working claaa. 
They can b noted in our ranks among o p p o r t d  elementa who 
deny the pdbi l i ty  of carrying m m a r  work and struggle 
under all cwditiona, utilizing m ths slight& legaI p d i l i t i a  
Any concession to these tendencies or to theee elementa who desire 
th outbreak of war, even if they mmk Wi opporhmiem by 
rmlutio- phr- can only qarate  ua from the 
Moreover, we already know by experience that dI thm who, 
inside the working class movement, exalted imperialist war 
a xmam of clearing the path to revolution, have mevitsbly baQ! 
drivem in the fiaal analyeis to break their contacts with tbs 
working e lm and are today in the camp of fascism. 
h a ~ ~ ~ & i u g  for pea- we am carrying out the best dsE- 
of the Soviet Union. No one eaa doubt that the I.ioming war, sven 
if it w e  to begin as a war &tween two big imperialist powern, 
or as a war of a big poww against a small COWII~,  will inevit- 
ably tcmd to develop into and wi l l  inevitably become a war against 
the Soviet Union. Every year and every month of q i b  iu a 
guarantee for na that the Soviet Union will be in a podtian to 
repulse more strongly the attack of the imperialink Our &mggIs 
tor peam i~ tbm M y  linked up with the paaca policy of ths 
Union of Soviet Socialist Xtepnblica 
The cause of peace and the caase of defending the Sovitt 
Udm become a single c a w  aad not a eingIe worker will reftlse 
to fight for i t  
VZ. THE PEACE POLICY OF THE S O m  UNION 
THINK that no toiier, nor myone, can doubt that the policy I of the Soviet Union i9  a policy of peme. The fact that the 
SWidt Union pmnes a policy of peaca L not d t a l ,  in not 
-dent upon any trmaient stab of thinga This poliap L 
organically eonndad with tha v a y  natrrrs of Soviet Power, witb 
the entire history of ib deveIopnmt, witb all tbat it in and d m .  
In 1917, wm not the dogan of pace one of the main slogans 
with wK& tbs Bolt&& p d  to i#)n.qnm power? The 
h i e t ~ t f r o m t b Q w x y 6 m t d a y a o f  ita dsbncupm 
mmtd i-lf to ths masses an the go~srnmant hat strove for the 
~ n d i a g o i t h a f m ~ ~ w a r a n d f o r p e a o e . ~ d a c r e e o n p a a a e  
was the first &me which, a f k  a q o r t  by hnh, wan p a a d  
by the Congress of Work-' and Psasants' Depntita on N o d r  
8, 1917, immediaPely after tha formation of tlw Soviet govern- 
ment This decree, which p r o p d  & immediate aoncluaion of a 
genuine demomatic pmce and the annulment of all the treeiie~ 
of the war period, wae not followed by the conclusion of p c e  
becam it 5 rejected by all the impriakt powm. Bat this 
decree eeenred for the Soviet government the &able support 
of the wide masm af the toilers and helped the Soviet govern- 
meat to win that mass b& which &ce tben has beem more 
md mom enlarged and consolidatsd 
Tbie indmtructible hking up of the masses of w o r k  and 
peamntar with their Soviet govmmmt, on the baais of a policy 
of pacq was reinforced by the mmaluaion of the BmsbLitwak 
Peace, which offers nn an example of the conditions the German 
imperialists would have impoaed on the whole wodd if they h d  
s d e d  in mmpletely realEng their plan& 
In wagiag a determined struggle against the petty-bourgeois 
adventwh of tha a d l e d  ''Leftn Commmb who, in the daya 
of &eat-Litov-& dreamed of a "revolationary" war, hnin and 
the BoMevik Party stressed before the rn- that tEme Soviet 
gowmunmt was not pursuing ut policy of U p r d g a " ,  but was 
guided in ita foreign policy d m i v y  by the intiwe& of the 
p m a t i o n  and s h u g h u h g  of the positions htld by ths 
UOar entire policy and prop-&'' mts Lsnia in tbb m- 
usetion, * i m  by no means d d  towdm drawing the &m into 
war, bat to put an and to war. m e w  also bas *th 
dmonmattd that only tlm U W n h n  i s  a out of 
perpa&& warn . . . But if in doing m g  it in h oltr 
to do ta d m b  thb mmlution we &nd ourseIw in the podtion 
of a w d  Sodalist Republic which is being attacked bp the impe- 
r h h t  xobbm, *ra m oomt  in o m  pollq of taking &an- of 
t h s ~ n ~ t h s m w a m t o n w k e t h e i r c a m b f n i n g ~  
ue more d3hdt? Of mum, aach a policy im correct. Wa have 
purmcd it fm four y m m  And L e  mmt hportant fact d d n g  
r h i a p o l i c y m a t h s B m t P e a c s W b i h G e n r r a n i m p ~ w a a  
Irhowiu &cs we, b making rum of the mntradiafonr of tha 
i m p a r l w  amng L d v e q  #uecesdtd in maintaining o d v m  
m n  rrhsn the Rsd Anng wan not y a  * 
Thanks to this policy of peace the Soviet Union has bem 
sncaeasful up to now in amasbg all the plans of irrolation and 
d m h m e n t  ~oncockd against it by tha impmkli-. All imperi- 
alirrt atatea of any importame ut all ham been constraitled to 
d l i a h  diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union. The U.S. 
S.R harr cvndded non--on pacts with all a o m h  with 
which it has common bonndariee, the only exception being Japan, 
which has refused to conclude mch a pact. From h a  h o e  
ooafarance in 1% ri#t down to the Disarmament Conference, 
the Soviet Union haa mtinuauy and enetgeticaI17 m i d  the 
quation of complete disarmament. When its proposaIs for oom- 
plete disarmament were rejected it came forward with the pro- 
paw1 for p& d' t, Wting to the very end to dim- 
inieh the w a  danger. 
In the pa-war period, Social-Democracy waa in power in 
quite a number of counkies. Bat i there a aingIt3 Social-Demo- 
cratic government that did me-hundredth p r t  as much in the 
cause of peace as the Soviat Union has done? b thme a W l e  
Social-hocratic government which declared for the abrogation 
of all secret treatiw concluded by the bourgeoisie for the prup 
Lsnin, Colbcted Works, VoL XXV& R d a n  d 
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ration of war, which mlemly renounced mailed Wetorical" 
+tu clashing with the interem of other lobuntries or the 
iotmtxts of peace? 
Tha Soviet government gives us an example of how the fight 
for peace must be conducted by its cooIness and resoInkess 
in relation to aII the provocationar of the Japanese generals. 
Is &re, hae there ever been a go~ernment fhat m s  able to do 
in the defense of peace what the Sovieta did when they proceeded 
to sell the Chinese Eaetem Railway? The U.S.SJL has shown 
in this case how one must act if one desirw to avoid war. Onlv 
the working class in power is able to parrme such a cool, and, 
at the same k, bold policy of p a m  
By its peace policy the Soviet Unim has p r o d  that only 
socialism means peaoe. It is for this reason that thie policy has 
mobiIid and mobiha ths prolstnrians of aH c o d  to @t 
for aocialim, and rallies around the working dawr millions of 
toil- peasmts and indktualn  who hata war and are striving 
to P- peace. 
But comradq the peace policy of the Soviet Union is not a 
poIioy of capitulation to the ermny, is not la policy cawing tht 
U.SS.R to close ita eym to reditis, to renounce def- of 
the gaiaa of the Revoldon. 
%I dawfopmnt of lrmts h n b  fn 1916, % 
m d m m x y n d y i n ~ ~ a o n n t t S s a T h i a c a n n o t k o t h c P  
l r P l s d a r c M d U d . i t p ~ I t ~ ~ f r o m t b i 8  
t b a t ~ c a n n o t b s ~ ~ d m d ~ b r d t e o o n t t f * d .  
I t w i l l b a v i ~ f i m t i o n o , o r a s v w a l c o r t l l t r i s s , w j a i l a t h s  
0th- will for -a .tima d n  ~ s o S e  or pmbmgda. l'hb 
not only cmre frietiou, bnt a d h t  d v h g  on ths part of 
ths burgdaie of orbar mrmwk to omah the thect4liofll pml* 
t d a t  of the m t  state. In dw caesa war on our part d d  
k.1-~ssad j ~ w a r , i t w o a I d h a w a r f o r ~ f m  
ths libamtion of 0 t h  popla from tha b o u r g d h  bgeh wm 
a p i t e r W t w r h s n i n h i e l s t t e r t o ~ , % p t e m k U , 4 h u  
o & ~ ~ ~ ! h e ~ ~ t ~ o f ' ~ o f d a f e r m d o a Q e p a r t o f  
dmdy Pictwiow da l i em.  What he had in mind WM the ddmm 
d ths tri&na prokkda q&st ths hurgdsb of 0 t h  
'mmuhm ' 
- 
+ I d n , C o f l s a P s d W d s , V o I . ~ ' O T h s ~ P m g r a m a f &  
RolamhU ~ ~ n . n  
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From this historioalIy determined hmhbihy of ths & 
of the imperialii against th s o U  state, pointed otat by 
L a b  as early as 1916, arises the n d t y  for the US.S& w 
defend &If and to pc#ieesar for thia parpose a powerful m. t 
Btrt we moes emphasize that this army is by its nature an d y  
different army from the d e n  of all other wuntriw. A war 
which thia army wi l l  be compelIed to wag will sllwylyo be s I juaz war o f d e f m  
P 'Ths dd q," we read ht the 3ntdnctoq podon of tbs d s c m s a a t b s o ~ a o f t h s R a I ~ , ~ s n h ~ t  
f o r i t # ~ ~ o f t I l e t o i l a m ~ t l l e ~ ~ w l l r m  
p o n e r p r s w d ~ t b a t o i b r n d t o t h s ~ o i t o d ~ t h e ~  
d ~ ~ o b m & i n g a n a w a ~ m p a o b e t h e ~ o f t h e ~  
g0-t at the prassnt ti- tke bmb for uupplanhg in &a 
- f a t m t h s m g o k r a m r g b a g a t l s r a f ~ o f t h a ~ s o p l s  
and t o ~ a s a m p p m t f o r t h s o o m t a g m ~ o t m 1 n t m n i n  
E w W  
And indad, ahm tb exhtmca of the Red Army we ham 
for the first tima in history a &tion where a formidabla armed 
f o m  is put at the m m k  of the cam of peace. Note the h p  
r i c r y w i t h . r r r h i e h t h e ~ ~ v i y o f t h e ~ a t ~  
b d i m m d f o r p a u e w ~ i t ~ p o & b I o t o p t a a a r m e d f o m e  
at t I a e ~ o f t h s ~ 1 t e d ~ ~ l  o q p i d w  ofpeaas 
They d h w d  it only in order to d w  at tha d & n  that 
~ & i a w a s a n ~ l e d r s n m . T h a ~ o f t h s i m p i a h  
t n o f ~ b a c a u m o f ~ ~ s t y  
e l a s s e h a r ~ . B a t f b b d ~ & a r ~ O f t b s R u d A r m y ~  
it a form wbIcb &a& in the h c e  of and i w p h  
t h e m  
rY9 
I 
and works. while ib ~ ~ d h g  -dm m& of ..pna- 
Uvee of the most fckactiormq c h i n a  and cliqass, tbis contra- 
&&on ia &own to tha Red Army. Scvmty-hrro per cmt of 
&a regimental oommanders are workare, 90 per wm! of the 
divisional c o m m m h a  and the commandem of army cwpe eon* 
obt 100 per cent of working claaa elwnenm (Ap&mei) b a 
more concrete proof nmmtaq to l o w  that the Bad Army L an 
b t m m a t  of peace held in the h handn of the working c h ?  
I 
The workers and co1lective fmmem who form the overwhelm- 
ing majority L the Red Amy me no longer nsoTdiemn. They 
are a part of that w o ~ l  Soviet yaatb wham repmuntativss I 
we@ at the opening maion of our Con- and who an- 
atitnte the sole example in & world of a new paration, free, 
mighty, joyful and confident of the fnkrw. 
They are the sona of the heroes of ths Civil War. They &e a 
youth which haa I& the c o d o m ,  volrmtarp didpline of - 
d a l k  labor in the factary and the collective farm. They ara a , 
yo& whicb bowa that it o m  to tha Revolution and the Soviet 
Power that it haa besn spared the horror of capitalist factories, 
of unemployment, of material and spiritual mimy. This youth 
in imbued with the psychology of mmtioa, becsp88 the land in 
w h i & ~ w a n t b o r n i s t h s o d y c o a n k y w h f ~ , c i & i ,  
d a t  indamtry, eollactne famq a new life, am being built 
on a grandiose malo, h u n e  the Soviet Union k dm land of the 
I 
pionwma of a new c i d i d o n ,  ths Iaud of pence, The p+o- 
pstbio urge for oonqtamt, decadent raptures over bloodshed and 
predatory ware aa the mla usanitmy mmsmms" for h d t y ,  
can bs cmgedml onIy i~ i a k m  of h y i n g  a p i b e k  
lk p r o l ~ ~  in the capitalist mrmatim know &at dm 
Red A m y  is headed by the most devoted fighters for the Itbvo- 
Iuiioa They know that at the h d  of the Red Axmy stanch 
wr Coma& Voroshilov, a champion of the proletarian revo- 
lation, the son of a railroad worker and a ahamoman, a man 
who at the age of worked in a coal mine at a wage of 
ten kopeb per day, who, a smith by profdon, a m e m h  of 
the Bolshevik Party even More the Revolution of W)5, a man 
whomentirelieis linte#lwiththet&ruggI~of thevangtndof 
the Rwmian workem under the leademhip af k i n  and Stalin, 
m e  who has always hem a most disciplined Bo- one of 
the kt pupils of Lenia and Stalia (The delegurus W and 
give rr miglisy o d n  in iwnor of Comrde Yoroshht.) 
Wil not the minm from the Rnhr aud the north of France, 
will not the unfortunate workers in tba textile factorim of.Japan 
recognixe in Comrade Voroshilov and in the orher leaderr of the 
Red Army their class brothers aad oomradein-arms? 
The revolntionary workers of the whole world know that iu 
the r d a  of the Red Army the m t a g e  of Bolshevik Party 
members and Yomg Com& League members ia steadily 
increanbg. They know that the workers' and paants' Red Army, 
created by Lenin, which waa forged during the Civil War under 
the direct l e a d d p  of h i n  and wm led to victory by the 
great Sklin, ia guided by the Commtmist Party of the Soviet 
Union, the eoIe Party so far which h a  g i m  an example of 
persistent and victoriom -1e against imparialist war. 
Esry step forward, therefore, in atmngthenhg the  worker^' 
and peasants' Red Army is greeted with graa~st joy by a11 er- 
ploited and by a11 friends of peace in all the capitalist cormtrim 
The international proletariat h o w  and under- that 
humanity would long ago have been dragged into tha abyss of 
war if it had not bm for the Red h y ;  it u n h d a  h t  
rhe cxiatence of this powerful fom is the gaaxm~ of pcaoe 
and of the victory of the working clase. 
I am convinced that 1 expreas the will of all tho88 p-t af 
this Congress, the will of the toilem of the whole world, in 
emding our most ardeat p d h g s  to the R d  -. 
Long live the workm' and p a n t s '  Red Army, the bdwark 
of peace, the army of socialism and revolution, the hope of the 
workers of the whole world! (Prolonged, rmmy ap*.) 
VIL MUTUAL AID PACFS AM) THE INTERNATIONAL 
PROlLETARIAT 
COMRADES, h e  the pcaw policy of the Soviet Union prc- 
eumes the consideration by the proletarian state of the 
contradictions between the capitalist c o e i e s ,  its bounds are 
determined in their extent by the magnitude, int- and nature 
of these contradictions, and its oomrete forms cannot but c b p  
wheat dm internatimal situation changea aa a whole. 
This has not bean m&d by those who haw evinced won- 
idmmt at he modihtioa in the Soviet Union's attirude toward 
the Lbague of Natiom. The League of Nations was formed ae an 
hernational organhion mdw the leadership of the Entente 
powem for the purpose of maintaining the "order" eatablishsd 
by the poat-war t r e h .  From the day of its foundation it ban 
baaa undermined by antagonisms and conflicts. But when the 
problem of the repmition of the world mached an extreme aocen. 
taation, whem some of the big imperialist powers, which thought 
tbat the hour had struck w h n  Ma problem could be solved by 
force of arms developed their war drive, the Lsague of Nations 
bngm to dktegrate. 
The mamxi see &at the Leugw showed ira impotence in face 
of the s e h  of Manchuria by Japan, in face of the ware waged 
by the vamala of the United Stab and Great Britain in S o d  
M c a ,  and in frtce of the q g m w i o n  of fascist Ibly ag&at 
Ethiopia. But this impotence is acmmpanied by heairatioll and 
r a s W  on the part of the powem which at the moment are 
not directly interested in war. The most aggmwive conntrie~ havG 
left the L,eague of Nations: kpan in 1932, Germany in 19% and 
the L e a p  of Nationn, although formally making no dteration 
in its organization and ststurn neverhelms offera a c8xtain 
ohtach to the realization of the plane of these powem and can 
be utilized to postpone the outbreak of war, The Soviet Union 
took tbiar situation into account when it changed ita a d d e  
toward the h g m  of Nations. The entry of the Swist Umm 
into the LRagae of Nationa &owed the maws that the hb 
of the Soviet Union ara not d-kirm, but Marxista who COP 
d y  appraise the relation of f o m  exi- in the capidist 
' 
world and who h o w  how to make we of even the d l &  
I pwibility to extend their action h defense of peace and iu the 
htemta of ths moIatl011. 
The entry into the + of Nations was followed by fFlrtbar 
still bolder steps in the &old& of the pea= policy of the 
Soviet Union in proportion as the threat of war increased and 
the contradictions sharpened batwean the countries that are M- 
gatom of war and the comttieg that at the moment are intemstd 
in the praemtion of peace, T b  contmdicti011 can b mads 
uaa of to a greater extent than a11 previous on- ~ U M  it 
determhed the temporary coincidence of the permanent aimi of 
the peace policy of the Soviet Union and the temporary a h  
of the policy of d i n  capitslist muntries. 
The U.S.S.R took a great sbp forward towarda the rap- 
prochement between it and m r a l  mdI weak &&, whoas inde- 
pendence, as we have already pointed out, iar threatened by the 
wrar plane of German famLsm. The rapprochement with fheae 
states, for which the aggmision of NationalSocialitm rep* 
mta an exceptionally concrete and serioaa dangw, led, as you 
know, to formulating the dewtion of an agpssor. This a- 
nition is of interest to as here lea m a diplomatic event than 
as the concrete expression IYE the real connection which is coming 
into being htwem tbe workers of ?he Soviet Union who are 
defending ihe achimemmts of the proletarian revolution on the 
one band, and on the other, the mall peoples and small nrrtim 
that are defending their liberty and national integri~, and all 
the friends of peace. 
Realizing the role which the national qnestion plays h the 
life of the poplea, we have to reckon an the abeolute probability 
that in case of a war provoked by German fascism, certain popla 
of Enrope who have aecured theit independence at the cost of 
great d i n g  will prefer, in order to p m  it, to 6ght oa 
dm side of the Soviet Union ae the only country in thb world 
where the national @on haa baen solved in aocordanw witb 
the aapiratione of the peoples by g~adng to every natio- 
the right of mIf-determination. At all events, we h o w  that this 
ia in the in- of the peoplaar of Gechoslovalda, Lithumis 
and a nnmber of other -11 atam and h t  it is the duty of the 
ravolntionary vanguard of tha d g  dam to prevent the 
bonrgeoiaie of thwe canbier from pmubg a policy which 
runs counter to them hbrmbi. 
The p r o p 4  for the concltleion of the Emtern Pad was 
made after d I &  tlm -tion of the nggrmmr. Being 
b a d  on mgnition of pbacs m indivisible and of ths imp&* 
bility of mparating the danger d war menacing the EW of 
Europs from the h a t  of war in tha Weat, this propod wam 
inmded to achieve the mult of puujng the instigatom of war 
into a & 5 d t  padim aud of rallying all friands of peace, wh* 
mur thy were, 
Aa is well known, dm pro+ for the d n s i u n  of an 
E a u b r n P a c t w a s r e j d b y d m ~ g e m , m d & i u w a s b o m d  
to bs followed by tha d b t  of an mpdally atma em. 
d o n  behwm the Soviet Union and tha a t m h  h s e a t d  in 
activm resistma w ths pmtmt qgmm-whieb bna bd to the 
conelusion of pacts of mntnal aid b&ween the Soviet Union on 
the one band and Franos and t h l m d d  on the &. 
Thequmtionof thcsamtl taa ls idp~isonewhicbhof  
tbs great& in- at thin to hbmational working 
alaan publio opinion. It is that w &odd dwell on it 
in mom W. 'Ih m d  aid ~ W S  mncIndQd by tha Soviat 
Union am in aeeordanm with tbs lins of dwdopmmt of tha 
policy of tha Soviet Union, tEsb fombat;mm of which wem laid 
down by h i m  They are pam pa&, publicly arrived at, o p  
to all, and by no mmm semet war agreememh like those wbich 
were concluded by tnarist diplomacy or the pact which hae bun 
ooduded beh~eem C;erman famSum and f d  Poland. At the 
earn time, thep eus profoundly diffment from all t h w  platdo 
&a and declarations, entirely empty of any real ~olidcal c m t  
and inspired solely by hypocrisy, s d  as the deelarationa with 
&oh *war diplomuq h~ made un famili$f-* 
with the Kellogg Pact, and e x h d h g  right up to the h a 1  Wars- 
tion of tIm Diw t Confareme. 
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The maha1 aid pacts comladcd by the Soviet Union am a&m 
of a dona ,  positive poLitical b a c k ,  aiming at uniting d 
f o m  which it is p o d l a  to attract at thb moment to actha 
defenare of peaaa On t h i ~  mmmnt wa are - r i d  that myam 
could h d  it &mga that the c o d d o n  of ths mntnal aid 
with F m m  waa,acmmpanied by a declaration of Comrade Sttdin, 
in which he a x p d  "cornplate undemtanding and approval of 
the policy of national defense p u r d  by F r m  for maintabbg 
ita 4 form at .t 1 4  wcorraepon~ to tb n d a  of b 
ser:twityn. Rather, I am of ths opinion that it would b y e  k a  
strange if a dabration of this kind had not followed, for the 
h w  of a d  a p+ d&idon of W p o i n t  would have 
deprived the mataal aid pact of all its Acacy aa an ins- 
of pO8itive p m  policy. 
From ths point of view of theory, the p d i l i t p  under c s d n  
conditionm of concluding an apmmnt enpiaaging even m i l k y  
collaboration between the working dam stata and a capitaM 
aate b not open to do& h h  wr- abont this more than 
anw. 
In May, 1918, when a propod for a m i l h y  agreemcmt wm 
made to the Soviet Rep&& by ths Anglo-French a- the 
Central Mtk of the R d a n  Commmria Party rejectsd tbs 
proposal on grounds, not of p M p b  b& of simp& 
expdimy ,  not conaidering sueb an i-mt d d  k ths 
~ g ~ ~ L e n i n m t e ~ t h s ~ :  
*Withom rsaouDchg in g m d  dim -ta *ria w 
O f t h O ~ d t i o ~ ~ t h d ~ k h ~ W h ~ d  
an -t, without violsting ths bamia of Soviet Power, ~ p l d  
dnforcs the podtion of ths latter and plralyze the a d  d 
imp- pomr @t fr, we at the p-t moment annot 
scospt a military -t with ths Anglo-Fmch malitiomm* 
Thua, mmradeq the podtion of the Bo- in regard to 
this p s t i o n  is abeolutely clear. Wrfhout violating the bndn of 
Soviet Power, but, rm the con~ary, minforcing this bah, t .  
do neusimxy ao aa not to hve, againet them a cmwli* 
hain, C & d  Works, VoL R- d 
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dated bloc of capitalist comtriee. They consider, and, of course, 
pita rightly, that the infantxy, cavalry, gum, tanka and bomb- 
ing planes of German f a s c h  are something very wncreta, 
and they strive to oppom them by something Bqnally conmete. 
The proletariat of the Soviet Union and the Bobhavik Party in 
power in the Soviet Union leannot and ahodd not adopt any 
other attitude. 
And what of our Partiee in th8 capitah countrim? It is p m  
cisely on them that our d of all shad- md varietiee 
attempted to concentrate thdr am&; they Iooked for some 
contradiction alleged to exist Comrade Stalin'e declara- 
tion and the policy of the Commtmiet Parties, particularly Sn 
Frame and CmdosIovakia, which are stmggbg ngaixlst their 
own bourgeoisies, refnsing to vote military bad- in Frame 
voting against the two-pra ditary d c a  law, etc, The bour- 
geoieie began this line of attack, they were loIlowed by the So* 
c ia lh,  a d  very soon the counter-revolutionary Trobkybta nnd 
renegades of all kinds outdid all the w in lying danders. 
Taken aa a whole, oar Parties succeeded in judging the a h -  
stion correctly. There have been some waverjnp, there have been 
individual wmradea d o  bave beea able to think that the con- 
clusion of the mutual aid pacts mema ldng sight of the p e m p ~  
tive of revolution in Europe. Practical expmhm has rapidly 
e o n v i d  t h w  comrades they were grossly m i b  and that, 
on tbe contrary, the nmv pact by wbi& tbe Soviat Union COB- 
h d  its peace poliq could only enhance the pmstige of the 
proMarian state ia the e p i  of the toitma of all countrim, in 
the eyes of the whole world, and consequently also the p e e  
of socialism and the proletarian rev01ution. The bourgeois who 
imagined that they c o d  throw the Communist movement into 
canfusion by their dedaring that it waa now they who were in 
agrewaent with the C o m m ~  with the B o l e b e  with the 
Soviet Union, have ha grossly deceived. The m m w ~  in France 
and in ~ o s l o v a t r i a  replied: If it is tme that the Soviets acted 
rigbtly, well then we shall vote for the Commdta,  but, of 
coarse, for the real ones. 
Thwe have k comdes  who have compared the conclueiw 
of the mutual aid pacts to a complmry retreat mrdm tbe p- 
epre of ths enemy. ~ u t  h few cmuadeu haw ~gjr  z' 
strated that tbeg are not able to &hgubh a,, 
and an advance. Could one oonceive a more remarkable 
than the fact that a big: capitdimt cormtry is cum- W = 
an agreement of m d  aid with the Soviet Union, an 
the content of which is defem against an a g g m r ,  d e l ~ d  
paam aad of the frontiers of the corntry of proletarian dicEe? 
torehip? 
In spite of the few wavahga mentioned, all onr S e d i q  a d  
in particular the C ~ m m d  P& in c o d a  directly h h  
eated in this question, have ahown a very high degree of politigal 
maturity. They have mdembod that IM far as they wem eom. 
cemd it was important not only to understad and a p p m  am 
act emphasizing ths peace poliq of the Soviet Union, but it 
wss ewmtial to determine their own political h e ,  taking aocatmt 
of the situation in which they are placud, a situation which h 
profomdIy di3erent from that of ti10 Bolshwik Party and 
working clam in the US.SJL 
For us it is absolutely indispcb-hle that there is a -pl& 
identity of aim between the peace policy of the Soviet Union 
and the policy of the working class and Communist Partb  of 
the capitaIist corntrim, There is not, and aannot be, any doubt 
in oar r& on thie subject. We not only defend the Soviet Uniwr 
in general, but we defend concretely its whole policy and each 
of its actions. But thie identity of aim by no means si- that 
at wery given moment &re must fie a complete coincidence in 
all acta and on all queatim h m m  the t a c h  of the proletariat 
and Commdmt Parti- that are still struggling far power and 
the concrete tacfisal meas- of the Soviet proletariat and ths 
C.P.S.U., which already have power in their hands in the Sovia 
Union. 
EampIea of this non-coincidence h e m  the position of the 
Party of the proletariat in various cotmtria in regard to some 
conmete q d o n  codd be maltipLied. 
Let us take, for example, the policy of the B a W  Party 
in 1917, after the February Revolu_'ln. During this @od tb 
td of the working class and of its revoIutionary vangtlard 
throughout the capitalist world ooneiatd in strnggflng for tbn 
transformation of the imperiaIiet war into a civil war againot 
the bourgaoisie, that k to my, in struggling for a revoluhmq 
overthrow of the capitalist order. B e  ia b i a ,  after the Feb- 
ruary Revelation, the position of the working clam wras diffmeat 
to that in other wuutrhs, for in Rnseia the h a t  act of the 
trandormation of the imperialist war into a civiI war had already 
h accampliehed In all other countriw, the working class could 
achieve the conmaion of L e  imperialist war into civil war only 
by struggliig to overhow the national coalition governments 
then in power. In RuPreia, on the conmary, tbe aim which h i n  
put befm the vanguard of th~. working dm during the 6mt 
period after February wam not that of the immediate overthrow 
of the Provisional Gooernment. 
" N o w i t w a s a o l o ~ ~ b t o ~ d € r d y t a ~ p * s r c  
throwof thegovemmmt,buseitw-bod apwiththesovists, 
which wsra under the InfIuence of &a defends& and L a  Pmty 
wodd have hsd to wage war both ngnbt h a  g-t a ~ d  
againat tho %vie& which wan bopnd i ta  atmn&n 
It was necessary, above all, to win over the ma- to Bolshe- 
vhm and to strive for the creation of a government b a d  on the 
Soviete, where the Menshevjka and Socialiet-llevolutimaries dl1 
bad a majority; this would allow of d g  the counter. 
revolutionary policy of these petty-bmugaois parti- and isolating 
them from the maeats, It was necewary, therefore, to overthrow 
h e  Provisional Government, but "not immedhteIy and not along 
tHe usual lines". 
Was the aim for which the Bolsheviks were ~ I i g  in Rtuuria 
and the revolutionary Social-Democrats in the other countries the 
name? Yas, it was the same. But was there. at that particular time 
a complete coincidence in the position of the BoM& in Rwsia 
and of the revolutionary SociaGDemocrats in the other COUTI& 
on this central question of attitude towarb the government? No, 
no BLPC6 coincidence existed, and its absence was a c o m q m m  
of the different degree of development of the revoIutiunary 
- 
*Stdin, T h  O d e r  p. Xi, International PnblUm, 
New York. 
m e  and tha Meremu in the rehim of the daa f m  h
tba H ~ ~ e n t  c o d 8 &  
It waa just for thb remon that hh wrote that tha 3o& 
& under T d l i  and ICmaP&y were ntr l o w  ddehb,  
although b m p m  gorJ of their policy r d a d  as Mort 
the transfomdw~ of ths imperialist war into a civil war. In 
th% domain, the sama rmlutiomq p a b y  h a n d e d  from th 
working clam of all corn- after the F- ~ l ~ a n ,  
mdar the T w r e t a l l i - K m  gommmmt, ta&a from 
tho= of the working clasa in ths a p i u h t  w d m  whem &a 
mIution rn not pat ao far advanead. 
A c h i c  example of non-comprehension of the fact that the 
b&id padtiwe of ths proletarian Parh ,  in ward to the 
same @olq nmd not n e d y  be i d e d d  in alI 
comb is provided 6p. Lenin in the d k d n  h 1916 with 
K h & y  on the right of natiom to ~ I f - m t i w .  In regard 
to selfdetermination, K i d y  then aceusad la& of ' ' m r c t -  
ing the demand dnahtidy''. 
Pointing out further that Kimky's words about the Ummhia 
action of the Intcmatiod* are an "mpty sonmua phtaaq and 
111othing more", XRnia conth~~es: 
monistic action, pmpaganda mmt h carrid on d + d y  in 41 
cam. Thia i s  how we muut argue fmm the point of of *sal 
(not Dwhriaa) modam from the mint of view of  mad^ mats 
- 
rial i l  
*An  ample? We have (in the lep;sl over two yearo ago! 
given tbe exampla of Nomay, and nobody hm a - ~ d  to rsfars 
u a I n W c o n e r e t s u w * h I i f ~ t b & o f t h a N ~  
gian and $we&& workam 'monistic', m&d, intemathabt, 
ody  beeam and in ao far M ths S*rsdish w r k m  n n m d t k d L y  
h i m d  the ri&t of Homay to s e m k  while the Nomedam 
mikern t a l d  tho quoation of &00 only If the 
S w e d i & w o l k s l a b d a o t b o s m ~ ~ & b f a w r r o f t h e r i & t  
o f t h a N ~ a n s t o & t h s y ~ h a ~ a b s r m ~ m ,  
brothtre-in-arm of tbo 3. ' ' t Swsdieh Isndlomlq who wkhcd 
to 'retain' Nomay by fame, by war. If ths Nomagian workem bed 
n o r r a i ~ d t h a ~ o f ~ i o n w ~ y ~ ~ s o t h a t s p r m  
rrrsmbara of the Socid-kcratio P q  could conduct p d  
a u d m t s ~ d o n , t h s N o ~ w m k m t m u I d h a v e f a i l c d  
in their duty an intmnadmahtn aod mdd h m  4 to mmmwI 
born- Norrrsgian nattoDalfam. Why? &eauw thn wpamt6on 
w m s e s e t e d ~ b b t r r g ~ a n d n o t b y t h e ~ !  h 
ca- the N-an bourgeobiq like slry d m r  bourgmiaiq tdwp 
s n i m  to drive a mdgs bserrsQl tbs p l ~ h  of it8 o m  O I U I ~  . 
aad the w w h  of f d g n  c m a r h l  h u w  nerg d-dc 
damand (IneIdng d d a t e m )  is, for rhs clam w ~ u o  
w ~ ~ d o r d i n a p a d t v t h s h i g h a r i n ~ t a o f ~  ... To 
fail to understand this d f f f m  which is 4 pmmpkitd for ths 
~ d o n ' d t h s ~ ~ i ~ o n ~ p m w i t h f d h g t o  
m-d why hodath .ctIona tbs mdst m, w 
near M-, damad &at tha fomw marchiag 
h m N ~ ~ d d p r o e a a d ~ w b i l e t h w a h m ~ ~  
&odd prwasd W* 
Oar aomrrsdes of the F d  Commdst  Party and of 
Woslovakian Communist Party have underetood that thair 
policy rut be derminad by the same Marxi&-Leninint method, 
which demands that the concrete c h m a t a n c a  lm taken into 
account. For this reaeon, in a d h d n g  tbemelvm to dm bar. 
p i a i e  of their muntrh, they could and bad to aay to them: 
"Gsatl,amm,youhavedgnsdapact,alimitd~*rithtbb 
working clam of the Sodetet Union tbat baa the jwwm in b 
- 
* Zbi& pp. 291-93. 
h a & , b o t g o u b v m l l ~ t & m d a t l f r p a ~ t \ r f t b ~ ~ E f a w  :
of our country, with na Wa have no gmrmtw that p a  d not 
u ~ p 0 a r a r m J , * r h i d l ~ n ~ t o b s 4 c l a M a r m g , ~ t h s  
working elm of oar cwnhg d @t the colonial p w l *  our 
alum In the utmggle agaInrt im- We haPs w m  
at dl that you a not condnna to make fhs p ~ ,  aad not the 
T i & , p 8 y ~ n ~ ~ f o r t h s o ~ d o n o f y o f ~ ~ .  
wahawno~111~0 lom~manns l in lrhQchyomols l sgrmsn .  
memt and gotu reaetiomry and faadat h m d  S d  wil l  & 
tha money h t  yon taka from &a pwz in ordar to pay for the 
oqpuimtim of the army, We h not men any gnanntca that, 
w h  &a decisive m o m  rarfvsr, you will remain loyal to the 
pact that yon are d@ng today. 
"For dl tbsw mmonm, gentbmm we can nd* mts 
dtq budget nor gtPb up the ntmgde agaht porn 
B m p ~ l l ~ ~ t h a t t h i a d w n o t ~ ~ w e h n o m t ~  
in the po~t &st you have d s d  with &a Savist Union or 
that rm ara ind;ffemt to tha ma- in d c h  yon give dect to 
h. We know that Ja pat them are thm who are ngaimt 
tbii p m ,  that thms exiota a d o n  of ths bmgdsie who mdd 
like to t s u  it up. We, jndsed, win Mad tho parrt with dl OW 
bscamsa it is an inspnmaat in tha s-t for p w  and 
for Lho ddeaw of ths Soviet Union. We W rots for the pact 
in partiamen: md we I d  arprrss any attsmpt to pumm a policg 
Prhick ia Merent from or ia  conediction to the o b l i g a h  
elming from the pmaR 
Thw who do not nnderstmd the profound inner wnd-cy 
of this posifion adopted by oar comradm in France and k c b .  
slovakia will nwer understand anything of tbs real di&ctiw 
of wen& and of revolutionary dialectice, even if they famy 
hemwIves to ba highly intelligent and logical punone, each an 
Leon Blum, for imtanm, fanciea b I f  to be. But our rmolu- 
tionary dialectic haa h e n  understood by t h ~  mssw, aa tlw 
mmrada of tha French Party and of the ~ ~ 1 0 ~  Party 
ham reported to w and that ia quite good enough for ns. 
( A p p h e . )  
VIII. THE UNITED FRONT IN THE FIGEIT FOR PEACE: 
AND IN DEFENSE OF THE SOVIET UNION 
C OMRADES, in the Sght for pace, against imperialist war and in defense of the Soviet Union, our immediate basic 
political task consistar in creating tlm widest d b d  front of tht 
masses of workers and peaaaxrb, and petty bourgeoisie and 
intellectuals. It is just in this s p h ,  mmradea, in the ~ p h  
of the artruggle for peace, that our d u d  front policy can soore 
the greatest sncwmes. 
It is no accident that during recent yeaxe the first important 
far overcoming dm resistance of the Social-Damacratic 
organizations to tbe united h t  was made by tha &-war move- 
ment, whose &st slogan was prodaimed from the Amsterdam 
Anti-War Congreae by Romain RoIland and Henti Barb-, tho* 
inspired champions of the muggle agabt  imperialist war. The 
Cinnmaniats have asaieted tlw deve1ot)ment of this movement with 
JI their atrenrrth. and wi l l  contin& to do so. But we c-ot 
&lam o ~ & ' B B & ~ I ~ ,  d k  olrith the pr- which hm 
been made in thb field or with the e m  of the united front 
in the anti-war u t q g l a  in general, The volume d th unitid 
front movement agaimrt war is d l  not in accord with the 
W t p  of war prepratioas on the part of tha capitalists, ie 
still not ia accord with the amtezmw and gravity of tbe war 
danger. All our Sections are f d  with the task of doing all 
chat iar mmwary l o  that the fight for peam will embrace all t h e  
rpho do not want war, dl those who hate war, all those who are 
ready to fight for peace: SociaI-bocratic workera, the mmm 
of ththoee with pacifist idinationa, women, &ldrem, national 
miaoritiea that axe under the threat of wac. 
The state of oonfwion and internal colhpm in which Social. 
Democracy h d s  itself i mauifested in a particularly &ng 
way in tEte attitude of the Social-Demmratic Partiee to the quwr- 
tion of war. The SoeiaI-Demometic Parties, which only a few 
pars ago eqmd themel- if rather hdehitdy- 
, againat defense of the fatherland and spoke of eertaio, forms of 
mwa action in cam of war, have sines begun to pass over more 
opanIy to oollaboratian with t h ~  imperial% bourgeoiiie in regard 
to defense of the bourgeois fatherland. 
The Swim, Dutch land Finnish Social-Democratic Parties, 
for instance, have acted in this way. So have aim the Britieb 
Labor Party and Trade Union COT. At the same time, the 
will to struggle against war, for peace and for defeme of the 
Soviet Union, is strengthening among the massem of S d -  
Democratic -&em, and a proem of diffmtiation in c w n e ~  
tion with tbs war qudm is taking place in the S o c i a l - k w  
cratic Partiel and organidom In the Laft wing of the Socialist 
Party in Frame there in developing, a1th~t1gh with great veeilla- 
tiom, a tendency towarda the position of rewlutionary atraggle 
again& war, and in particular, to renounce defense of the f&- 
land under a bourgeot reglme. In the Social-hmwratic Partiar 
which hava been driven into emigmti011 by f d m ,  here b 
a h  been ohmable tendenciq aa yet timid, for Iinking the 
rrtruggle against war with the a&agglt for the werthrow of 
fmism. We cannot but welcome and do everything pmible to 
a d s t  the approach to a revolutionary p i t ion  on the part of 
h s e  Left gronpr of Social-hocracy. And we sball &em 
it by enbring into a united front with tha S c i a l ~ ~ a t l e  
workers, while at the same time never refraining from qsbmati- 
cally exposing a11 beitation and theomtiad inaccuracy in regard 
to this question, which k one of the most e o m p l i d  end im- 
portant qumtions of M d n i a t  theory* 
At the last ~lenary &g of the Executive Committee of the 
Secand International, a resoIutiou on the q l e  against war 
wm adopted in which we h d  a statement concerning the nems 
dty of concentrating fire against German NationalSocialism and 
of defending the Soviet Union. This resolution, speaking of the 
attitude which shodd be t a b  np by the working class in caw 
of war, refem to the mlntion of the Stnttgart Congem. 
We have the right to ask the Social-Democratic ledera:  
What value has the reference to the -rt mollrtim, which 
q m h  of utilizing ths criaie resulting from war for hastmha 
the overthrow of the class rule of the capitalists, if nothing is 
dons to carry out its dirsctiw? In order to carry out ths 
dindvm of -the Stuttgart remlutioa, it is -tiaI a l d y  
today to biiag about the d t y  of action of the working dam 
in the struggle for 
If you oantinue to come out, as M o r e ,  against tha united 
front, if yon hinder it being; carried out, then the reference to 
the Stuttg&t deciaiom cannot bve any vaIna and b not a par-  
antee of your position m the futars, jwt - the adoption of the 
Stuttgaxt raoluiim in 1907 waa not a guaranm for the S m d  
btemational againat the m l l a p  of Angnet 4, 1914 
In the pa& movsment we also note a very bmxting dif. 
fmmtiadm The fmling of horror for the war which the capital- 
isb and f a d &  are preparing evokes oppwition to the war on 
pacifut grounds among more and more m-ab1e sectiom 
The peace ballot organid in Great Britain by tba Xlaagrpe of 
Nations Union and in which eleven million peoph participated, 
tepreaenthg more than half the adult population of the camtry, 
ia a clear example of tha aormom eoEtemt of padht trends 
among the - The vast majority of those who took part In 
this baIIot not ody  expr-d tbeir hatred for war but their wish 
that tHe btiptors of war and the aggmmrs ba dect idy  
reaiated We revolutionary workem understand and aomdy 
appreciate the aapirations of the rn- who show thia pacihi 
tendmay, even if it is d I 1  Mlmctimes e x p r d  iu a naive and 
politid1y false way. 
Our place ia at the aide of therea I ~ ~ ~ N S B B ,  sxplaIning to them 
what they do not yet understand well, at the m time assieting 
them in fighting to &eve all that b fundamentally just and 
hrunan in their stri- for peace. This i~ all the more necwxwy 
because we are not h l u t e l y  mure of tbe path that the pa& 
masses will take in the future. If they establish wnndonn with 
the worlring class and its vanguard, they may form a formidable 
barrier against war and h e  idgatore of war. Ff the opposite 
ia the me, tbe pa& illuaiona which still dominate &esm mssm 
m y  impel thmn to a position which will not merely hinder wsr, 
but will be ueed by the instigatore of a new imperialist war for 
Do not the German NationaI-Swialist leaders, 
in their furious campaign for war, have recourse to deaqtive 
Upeace" demagogy? In the pacifist camp ir t h e  not a trend 
nouriahed partly by people under the spell of paciht illusions 
tmd partly by counter-revolutionary demm~ and m m g u h  from 
Communism, a trend which, mdar corn  of desiring "justicen 
in reality help &a war propaganda of Gsrman 
Therefore, we must penetrate among the pacibt rn- and 
oarry out a big work of enligbnmmt among hem, using forma 
of organizdw and adon &ah are adapted to the Iavel of 
coneeionnna~ of them mama and which give them ?he p d i l i & y  
d taking the ht step in the effective q l e  rgaimt war and 
o a p h l h .  We must d w a p  take two things into account. The 
6mt is that the organization of the pacifist  maw^ cannot end 
mwt not be a Cwnmdat organization; t h ~  wwnd is that, in 
working in thb organization, Communjsta must never give up 
qlaining with tha great& patience and bsistm~8 their own 
point of view on all the problma of the q l e  against war. 
In this way can be a c h i d  in emaucipating ths a h m e  
Wab from the influence d illusions and mistah  views, and 
q o a i n g  &OM, hypocritical p& who by their p o l i i  tmtm 
&e preparation for war. Unfortunatdy, in many w m ~ ~  it m a  
be admitted that o m  comrades follow thd oppoeita Ilne to tbia. 
On the one hand they attmpt to give to the organhalime of 
the pacifist masees the character of a CG ' t o r g ~ d o x 1  
md introduce into it inappropriate methoda of leadership by the 
hand, they neglect heir obligation to con- 
of our correct Leninist position in the atruggb 
It is necessary to correct both these midsea. 
T h  Struggle lor the l d h  Demunds oj the M a e s  
gle for the immediate economic and political de- 
working cIase, toiling peasantry and all sections of 
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ihe toiling population must play a primary rale in thb organha* 
tion of the united front for the fight for peacu The very propa- 
ration for war d a d  out by the bourgeoisie at &a expense of 
Lbe toilere forcm tke mvtesee to & up tbia stz~ggle for their 
immediate demande. 
Note the record figure reached by the war bud* during 
recent yeam This naeane that the burdm of taxation whicb 
oppresses the workem, peaeants, craftsmen, and d shop- 
keepers, is continually hmmhg. The profite of the war ind- 
are also reaching recard fignree, while wag- are falling more 
and more, particularly in the corntries which are most intmwely 
preparing for war. 
The preparation for war, @ally in ths fads t  countrien, 
is acmmpanid by meastnw for organization of the whole of 
war iddnatry and for ladapting &e entirm economy of the country 
to war needs, and thb has an immediate ebfect on rhe poaitiw 
of tbe workers, both from the economic and the politicat point of 
view. In Germany, a pIan for the reorgankation of the whole 
of ind- for war purposes is already in pr- of operation. 
The same thing is taking place in Japaa In Italy, the introdnetion 
of corporations ie nothing but a form of the cmbdization of 
indnmtry in mare of war. 
In the war industry, the workere are already anbjected to a 
war regime and this emphaak the neoeseity for apeciaIly in- 
work in thia industry. 
Unfortunately, we have to record tbat in thir wpect a &om 
defect in the organhation of om struggle for peace is to be 
o h e d .  
Tbe struggle far she immediate demand8 of the workem, 
petwants and toiling mas- in genaral is our most effective 
mema for egposing the chauvinist demagogy of fascism, of 
d e m ~ a t i n g  the lying character of the fables propagated by 
them: the lie about ram, about "war in the in- of all", 
about the "state above cliasaear", about the "proletarian nation 
which is struggling against apitalist nations", abom the " n ~  
sity of conquering a place in the sun", etc. 
In the couraa of the strnggle for the reid interests of the 
p r o l h a t  and toiling m m m  against exploitem and oppressors, 
the workers and the whole maea of toilers btoome d w t e d  in 
the spirit of proletarian internationalism. Herthy the weapon b 
being forged which in tEte ha1 anal- will give UB the pod-  
bility af ehatteriag chanviniet propaganda. But for &B to bs a 
really sharp weapon we muat undertake the defenee not only 
of t8e immediate economic in- of the m m ,  but also of 
their political demands and qiratiom. We must b o w  how to 
interpret all their intsrea& we must l o w  that it ia p d 1 y  the 
working clam and ib vangr~ard that haa the task of eolving all 
tha problem concerning every section of the toilere ia the 
s;oen coantrsr- 
I shall not v t  in this m a d o n  what bas aIready been 
said by Comrade Dimitxoff concerning the A t y  of taking 
into account and atearning the revolutionary traditions of the 
people, of mideretanding and supporting their national demmh. 
In o w  fight againrrt imperialist war, the directive given to all 
revoIationary w o r h  by Comrade Dimltroff in hie k t &  
report +MI a still greater significance at the p m n t  moment 
when we speat of the tasks of the working clam and CommunieEs 
I in the strugg1e for mtional liberation and for support of wars 
for national liberation, when we are confronted by the p r o e m  
of a new upsurge of the mlntionary movement of the o o l d  
peopIea a~ainst imperialism. 
Wotnen in the Fighs for Pence 
Anotber serioun defect is the inadequate development of work 
among women. It must be frankly admitted, with the exception 
of the Communist Parties of a few comtriee, we are at the 
p-t time devoting less attention than before to work among 
womeu. An far as the 6ght against war is conoerned, this is 
a moa &ow defect. N a t i o d S o c i a k  haa forced women 
back into &a aituation they were in a century ago. In Germany, 
and in all other countries, they are d i t d y  a f l d  by the 
frantic preparatiom for war. The high coat of living, h c m a d  
taxation and militarization measures affect women in m r y  q e c t  
of their Iife-as w o h ,  as mothers and M wivea In a nllplber 
of countries, women have already h e n  directly dram into war 
preparations, sqmhtlly in Germany and Japan. The active 
participation of women in war, not only in the factor& but dm 
in the army service, is being generally provided for. In the 
war industry the factories are even now drawing iu women work- 
ma in larp n&4 b u a a  they are wrorsa paid and more 
d y  exploited. In Germany in 1933, for axample, whem, in 
amordance with instrnctiona of tbe faaciat w t ,  150,000 
workers were diechargbd from the tactori* not a womaa 
worker was &charged from the armameat factories; on the 
conbaxy, thowan& of new women w o h  were taken oq in 
factori- already working for wmr. 
In noting h m  facb, we mnst not clam our qa to the 
trsmmdouar atteation which the boqeoida and, primarily, the 
most reactionary pa&& of the bomgeoioie, am devoting to the 
organization of women in tbs most nrid n a p  It would be 
absurd to think that this work hm not yielded the bourgeoisie 
m y  rmdts. Of co- pmciht trsnds emwg the mww of 
women are -1y strong. We know that in the demasixa- 
tiwe against war, in the protect action8 which have k m  fra- 
qtmtly taken im variow countda q p h t  war and ag&st 
ma~leuvsm, women hve playd a mmt pmmkmt part. But that 
cannot satisfy w Ae against the forms and metbd of organiziug 
tho masm of women d l i d  by the b o ~ ~  and particularly 
by the fascists, we are d l  not lrarrying on e*tly deetive 
work We are II#ulring time, our work in thh sphere is not on 
a lml bsfitting the tmh of oat Patti- which dons strim for 
the completa emancipation of ~ ~ c r m s n  a d dm condmt combmt 
Wuggle for pGaw 
In France, we have a very in-g cxamp1e of the M o p -  
ment of a m w  movement of women against war and fatxiam 
lb large pacifist orgauktiona which ham joined &a m o m s o t  
contain hundreds of thowands of women belonging to all polit- 
ical Wdenck, as well M women not belonging to any party 
at all. Our partiuption in Ma movement WM very d n l ,  
and we regret that the exnmp1e of France has not baen followed 
in other colmtries. ThaDka to active partkipation in thiil move- 
ment, oar comradea have found an effectivu way of d l i s h i n g  
contact with thogt mwwa of women who until now have &d 
dmf from a11 political activity. Even in Framq howeva, not 
all om comadm corral? understood how Cr ' ' ahould 
approach a rn- Ow comrade9 do not alway~ under. 
sEand that in order to s d  in &g the mas- of women 
whoarudlnotrmderoar Mmmw jostato succeedin&- 
ing the paciht mamw in general, we must take account of &B 
nature of the organhition ta whiah thy  belong. 
We mast by no meana endeavor to b o y  such an organha- 
tion; on the contrary, wa must ~ V B T  how to wllaborab with 
it in the most varied form in order to m t a  into ib &. 
la some cams, our comrades b t d  of md par- 
suing & c o w  or-d aad politid line, replRced 
b d m a m w o r k i n t h e ~ o r g a n i x a d o n e b y t h e d ~ ~ o f  
a narrow and wetarian C o m m h  wom~n's organi&atim This 
rendem mom d&lt the mation of a real mam movement of 
wumm on Malf of peme and agaiDnt war. 
T6e s m a  Jagging behiad ia to be o b d  in the o r g e t i o n  
of a united front of the youth in the &$t againet wm. Yet it 
b juat among the yonth that the preparation for a new i m m i a t  
war h Wf mo& atrongIy felt; it b jua among the yon& 
that tbe bourgeoisie k p&g the preparation for war with 
pmtkdar vigor. It is above all the youth that fwh  fasdmam 
by chauvinist and war propaganda 011 &a other hand, in prm 
tically every nountry the youth have already bwn m i d  by the 
monetrtlus war machine as u mult of mmwura for miIimhtion. 
These measares are today common to dl the fan& countries; 
bat they also extend to the demmatio eomtriw in a more or l a  
open form. In Gemmy, all form of youth orgdmion are 
mmected in one way ox another with military training. In Italy, 
military training b+a at the age of eight, and quite recently 
a new organization for child= horn ~x ysars of age has beim 
formed which a h  hae the aim of militarist and &a- 
propaganda 
These widespread activities of the bourgeoisie in regard to 
the militarktion of tbs yonth mast be awntered by ua with 
the aid of equally widqread activity aiming at w d g  the 
younger generation from the Muenoe of the bourgeoisie aad 
fasebm b spite of progrw in thie direction aohimd vwp 
recently, it mu? neverthelea b admitted, oomradea, that aach 
actions on our part are eitber still not being conducted at all 
or axe being conducted to m ma&ient degree. 
A fact we cannot deny is that while many bow& trends 
and parties--from ihe fwbt b the catholi-have s d d  in 
creating a big organized youth rnowmmt, we have not yet sue- 
ceeded in achieving this aim to &a repuired - Thie is one 
of the b i o  weah- of our anti-war work. And, naturally, 
not tHe Ieaat c a m  of tb ~ a r ~  ia ths fact that we have 
undemtimated the influence of the bourgsoie w the yoangw 
generation. 
We b a n  cantented ourselvee with saying, and it ia abeolutely 
correct in i d f ,  that the c l a w m d o u s u a t 3 ~  of the masses cannot 
be lulled and the cl- strtrggla cannot bs s u p p d  for long. 
Thk, of conree, ia true. The expieurn that the yomgm F a -  
tion is gaining in the factories and the @- it will gain 
during a war will inevitably lead to the d-ction of the in. 
flmce of the bouxpit3ie and of famim among the youtb. But 
WB eansliot and mnst not wait, We mu& p m t  the youth enrolled 
in the mass fascist organhatiom from uudergoiag the t- ex- 
prkm that our pneratibns rmdemmt in tba World War. We 
want to have the youth already khting side by eide with ns 
for peaoa We must therefom direct and aoc~lerate the prooess 
of destroying the inflaenoe of the bourgeobie rrmong the youth. 
We muat find a way to the yoanger generation, we must under- 
W d  their mood and what is in their nth&. And if, in order 
to find the way to this new generation, it is nmmaq to lrpealr 
a new language, to cast aside empty formule to do away with 
the old A s ,  to change our methob of work and to change 
the forms of oar organktion-perp welI, we dm11 do so without 
any hesitation. For this, it is hBf of all neoessary to maka a 
aarioas, attentive and fundamenbl study of evwpthing that k 
going on among the younger generation. I h u l d  like to suxy 
to the comrades who are directing the work among the youth 
on a national and intemalional mla that they should more oftem 
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bear m mind the Imt worde which bin a d d r d  to the Young 
6 0 d  Tntemational in hie letter to the Third World Congrwa 
of that orgarridan: 
T hops that in spim of ywr grm~ ~ m ~ t  yon PrilI not forget 
tha mwt hportant think the d t y  d actively admcing 
~ O f r h a J w t h a n d ~ . "  
Comades, you muit not mumin content with your g r d  ~ome. 
Only bp atudying and mastering emrydhg that iar taking place 
m the yomged gmeration will yon be enabled to acoompliah 
v (AP*.) 
We maat not ba afraid; we ShouId go w h e m  the younger 
peration ia to be fonnd. This meana that the forms of o r g h  
tion of the militant united front of tha youth in the fight for peaa 
and again~t war must be extremely W l e ,  d8ering in accord- 
anoe with county and eirrmmstance. In the brnpisdamr&c 
c d e a  we mnst follow the cxample aet by our French com- 
r& who have at Iaet bmm aB1e to h d  the m v  to the YO& 
only welcome and support with aU o& s d  sneh
step the calling of tha Studmts' Co- and the r m n i  
widespread aaivity of the World Youth Committee fur &nggIe 
againat war and fadm.  In participating in thw m- 
we maet be able to play a leading part not by advmtidng the 
h ~ b u t ~ o f i n n i n g t h a ~ m o f t h e y o u t h d o d m k  
ua the most ardemt dmqima of their 9;td intmds, tba moat 
mnvincd dafmders of all their ~pixationa 
In the fascist d m  it b absolutely a m d d  to bridge 
the a b p  that in - casm already d, or which ie in p r m  
. of being crested, between the old generation of revolutionary 
m h  aud CQ- and ?he yomtger gemration of toilem 
An end must be pat once for d I  to mch caseo M we have 
: had in Italy, where, for inetancu, in a large industrial city, among 
, wverd hundred comradm there ia not a single young wmr& 
under twenty pears of age, while tene of thousands ata enrolled 
in he f d s t  oqanidcme, all tht more so s h e  menw 
, show that tbR youth & a h  into the fascist o r g h t i o n s  is such 
that contact with rss will rapidly cum it to q u h  &e ability 
' to be &red with indipation, to protest, and to 6ght againat the 
fwia. There is only one method of bridging the gap betftteen 
ths old and young generatiom, namely, to penetrate the f& 
o r g ~ t i o n g  to work within therra organizations, to organize a 
united front and establih oar nnclei within the faacist organkit- 
tiom themselves in the forms demanded by the situation, We 
must go eo far an to tranaform whole d o n s  of fascist yonth 
orgmktions into p o h  of support for our mti-war work 
We do not want to mrender the youth to fascism. We do 
not want to allow the youth to be tarried into shock troops for 
the warmongers. We waat to turn the youth into Bhoclr troop# 
for our fight for peace. (Ap*.) 
M. THE ARMY AND OUR TASKS 
MRADES, ths 6mt factor which detadnea our work in the C" anay at the m t  momsat b that tba capitalist muits am 
more and -re asamning a character. In the early poet. 
war years tbe armantent race p r d e d  h i d y  along the line 
of the improvemant of the quality and not of the of the 
quantity of the army. It waa d m h g  this M o d  that cataitl 
bottrgenis miliimy thee* dadoped the theory that war will 
no more be conducted by mmm armies but inatead by d pm 
Wwsal ant&, atronglg armed and m e c h d  'I%e d d -  
op-t of imprhht  rivalry, h o r n ,  put an and to thw 
attempts of the bomgeoUe to forago  ma^ armisa 
E m  MOM 1935, tha aemt arming of C;srmany aha@ the 
halance of military power and provokd a new armament mca. 
From the beginning of 1935, when the National-hhbtn 
-red the German army on tha basil of aompatsory mil'* 
aemice, tba whole relation of f o m  in Etrropa baa bom npeat. 
Tbe pmewe In the center of Enrow of a -as army, 
powerfully quipped and mehnhd, codbed with the frantio 
m v e  character of German famima, has i n t e d h l  th a m -  
- taeS b an UIlpmocdenaad m t .  F d  Itdj', balihviry 
it& to bb directly manaasd by ths  plat^ for the ~~ of 
Austria, h~ d u d  oui a m d n  of partial mobibtiom, as 
a resalt of which today marly a miflion men are nnder ame. 
G w t  Britain, leading chela of which uupport Garman mm- 
mmta, France and all tha other Europenn ooaabim have re 
rponded to this p r o v d v e  arming on the part of Germany by 
tlleir armsd form. 
*tha -4 p r o q  id ulra tbs amiea 
to Eake on a mass character, for the more complicated ths 
we~pwq the greater b the numbe~ of man q d r e d  for d g  
the anng. FinaIly. tbe e x p b c e  of the war of 191418 a h  
bonatrated that tha superiority of an army at dechive momanb 
depends to a considarable ex&nt on tha m d m  of it 
p- The huge modern a m h  replrire jmt ae huga reaerosa 
Thia emphasis on the mam char- of armies, which i~ very 
clearly expressed in the more recent bourgeoin law for the 
military training and m o b i i o n  of the whole population, 
m t a a -  the oontmdiction between the maes character of boar- 
geoia armies and tbe reactionary aims for which tbm a d -  
are employed by the bourgeoisk This oontradi&011 bemm 
still greater with the growth of fawfaan. It b preeiilely on accotmt 
of this fact that the hnrgeoisie, not b e i  in a position to 18- 
the maaa character of ita army, resorts to the faacieation of the 
latter so as to prevent the danger of mutiniee. 
The f d t i o n  of the army finds expmion in a number of 
measures, especiaIIy in the orgaddon of special propaganda 
in the army i b l f .  
Never h a  &whis t  propaganda bean conducted amapt  
the soldiers with mch intensitp rmd with mch various meana 
In carrgiag ita propaganda into the army, faacism is trying to 
convert the army into a point of support for ita policy. At the 
same time, in each of the them the b o w  kcmasen the 
number of tho84 elements which it xsgards as pdcwhrly reliable 
&her by reawn of the preferential treatment they reCeme, ar in 
cmmpmce of their mnstant - d o n  with dim organha- 
dons (tha profwmma1 army). 
In the German army of 1914 (on the me of the war) the 
pwmaneut cadres &red 143,064 perm- i.e., 18 per cmt 
of the total army. In the present Gwman army the number of 
a d  pwsons permandndy sening in dm army is 597,000, ia., 
SO3 per cent of dm total army. 
In Italy and the other f a h l  mantrig the m i l i w f d s t  
organizations o r g d  for the pmm of cia war m in one 
form or enother pointa of mpport for tbe fastbation of tbe m y .  
The higher command, the o h  of the him raalm, ths in- 
-tors and certain rnilitary-tachnical wtim form the rampart 
of fascism in the armies of dl cumtries 
In the countriear of bomgsoia deanmrav, we muat expm 
frtscization of the atmy an one of tha maat dangeram form of 
concrete preparation for war. As a counter w this f a d d o n ,  
we must, in oar h t  and thoroughgoing struggle for paaes 
'* 'Mop o m  anti-fascist work in the army. We shall not smrmdsr 
rhs maae of the soldim to rlw f d k  All pmtmtion of faacim 
into the anny i~ a m m w  to peaca. Every && m~asm'b 
again& each penetration d t a  the def- of jmc~~ 
The f& are instilling tkeir anti-pol-, militarh! 
1 and chatlvinist policy into the army. l%ia givm the mare jastifioa- 
tion for h working o h  in the imamtien of bowgeoia demooracy 
to demand that the army &odd ba b m r a i b e d  by gmtiq 
the mfdim all politid rigbta We demand that e v s ~ y  addie* 
should have the right fully to arpm hia opinion ragarding ttw 
'war propagiuh that b h i q i ~  wndumad in dm armp by tFm 
fami-, that he &odd have the Wbility both W e  and out- 
&de the army of crrpmdng hia d&e for pea. We damad 
that all political righte &odd be granted to tha mldiars b u s t  
m are c&ah that an unf- srtprdon of tbe dagirs of ths 
w l k   tag hind= the war plans of the bourgmiaie rmd faaah. 
For the aama r- we demand that the f& h should 
I b s e x p d M f r o m t I i e a r m y a n d t b a t t b d o n a r y ~ a l ~  
&odd be a u b j d  to dcmmmatic codml, in the d of which 
'. w o h '  argdmtimrs A d d  parhi* 
W e p n t f o d ~ d e m r m d a i n d e s i n e w s p p o ~ l e 1 * n y  
to I&& the advance of f d m  whim it in not yet in pofp~ .  
Th6 very development of o m  policy of ths united front and 
peoplela front b a n d s  i 
' A r e m l n t i ~ ~ d a d u ~ g o v a m m s l l t u a t r m  
~ o f t h s l a m s m w l a l . ' W a y u a ~ ~ ~ ~  
~ f o r t b s m e e e w o f t h s t r p ~ d i o r t h o ~ m o f  
i to d t a  Thag .rs twu which m n ~  k dmcd and 
azphhd  m ths only mludanarg 81wumn* 
It i~ i m p d l e  to speak Beriody of the formation of a gov- 
ernmmt of the d r a d  front d people'a front in order to bar 
h w a y t o h s c i s m ~ ~ a t h s a m e t i m e x ~ t h e ~ ~  
of t r d o d g  the present bonrgeob army into a people's a r q ,  
organized on the baete of closaet cmneation with the pople, a 
radraction of 1- of meaeures for PI- aU arms at 
- 
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the disposal of the people and eliminating once for all the re 
d o n a r y  cadma from the army, eqecially from the higher cam- 
manding poaitiona By all tbw~ meaenree we. only desire to 
destroy one of the sapporta of fascism and to w b a i n  ite war 
preparations 
At the pr- moment, therefore, these measures am par- 
ticularly tmefuf and n m  in those countries of Europe where 
an d by I;erman NationalWaliam is threatening and where 
the prospect of a war of national &ration ia a ma1 one. In 
ouch circumstmim the boldeet meammi for the democratization 
of the m y  are abeoldy ~ i a I .  A war of national liberation 
waged by any pnall country againat Genaan Natio~IS&liam 
can be victorious only if the army of the countr~r is penneatud 
by a r~v01atimwy w i d  
O r r t p r h c i p a l t d , t h e r e f o r s , i ~ t o ~ b m n y w i t h t h e  
people. Hence wu ahall fight in defmm of all partiaI demands 
of the sol&- d e w &  which havs been the starting point 
of all movemmh that have tab place in recent h e a  among 
the masee of rddiers in burgeoia d e n .  
In f d t  conntries, every effort must be made to n e i h  the 
& g h ~  opportnnitia for legal and semi-14 activity, Linking 
the p p l e ,  and eapecially tba working claas, with the mass of 
the iwrldiern. We must penmate into and work within a11 maas 
organizations which serve for the milhht ion  of ths. yo& 
In this connection, the thestxi of the Sixth Congrem, which state 
that C o m m d  rn- not call upon young workere to join 
voluntary organizations for military training, muat bs interpreted 
in a broad fashion. In the pr-t circmmtancea, it would bs a 
mistah not to join 5uch o g d t i o m  in all corntries in which 
they have assumed r maaar h a c k r .  W e  muart enter thw or- 
ganizations, we mnat work in them. 
A similar policy in general must be given regarding tbe 
orgmization of defense against ah attacks, correcting the mi& 
of some Commnniet Parties, which adopted d e c i & ~  for boycot- 
ting defmm a&mt air attack. W e  muet regard the gan mad 
as a weapon of war like any other, which the w a b a  must Iearnr 
to make umc of, and in a sphere wa &odd put forward a 
numbar of immediate demands for the maarsea , For instance, 
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we muat demand that there should be no difference b the 
gas & which the rich are able to buy and tho86 within the 
reach of h a  workere' purchasing power. We mwt demand that 
the beet gas mash should be distxibuted frw of charge among 
the toiling population, We must protest a g a h t  the fact that 
it ie only in the houserr of tbe w d t h p  that gae Wtera ars being 
b d t ,  and so on. We mwt combine all our work in thie direction 
with the propaganda and @t agdmt war and for peacle. 
This new way of regarding our work in the army, aa maw 
work, with a dehite, podtive content, aiming at the cfeatiw of 
1 a cottuterbaia~~~ to f&m in the army, i. the beat prepnation for the practicsl application of the Bolshevik line at the momat 
when war  break^ oat; Comm& at the moment muet not call 
on the ma- to kyaott or mfuse b, but mwt 
join the m y  and make it the cater of their work. In view of 
the reality of the menace of war and in view of certain errors 
which have bee33 committed, for indance, by the Italian Com- 
muuist Pam, we must repeat and dreis this Boldmik stand- 
p& We am not anarchis& Boycott of rnobihtion, boy- 
of the army, sabotage in ths fmxkoriq r a f d  of militmy &, 
and so on, thm are not our methods of @ting war, hawse 
they BeparBte US from tbs maSaree 9nd Can d y  hdp the born- 
pi& to strike still more ~ v a g e l y  at the C ' t vangnard, 
X THE FIGHT FOR PEACE AND THE FIGZIT 
FOR REvOLrnON 
C OMRADES, I am coming to the conclusion of my report. In 1907, at the Stuttgart Congrwa of the pmwar Second 
International, a ree01ution wan adopted on the 8traggle again& 
war. This remlution WM p a d  with an ameadmant propod 
by W and Rosa L d g ,  formplated m foIlm: 
h the continuem of all Lat wan Marxist and revolatiawy 
in the old, pmwar Seeond International, we bring forward tha 
tert of thia amdment in the raaolution on the mqgfe a g a i d  
war which wre am patting btfore dm Seventh Cwtgrees of tha 
Communi& International. 
Nevddem, one muat dearly realize &a essential diffe.mm 
that exbts between the situation confronting ae today and that 
of the labor movemeat at the time of the Shl#gart Congeas, d e n  
thin amendment was p a d .  It is ~di15-t to point out that in 
1907 reformimu and were already domioahg f o m  in 
the old, prewar Second International, a fact bound to lead to 
the collapse of August 4 when the leadere of Social-Dmoc~acy 
atmost without exmption took up the mdpoint of defense of the 
bourgeois fatherland. 
Only one party, the Bolshmik Party, endeavored to utilize 
the economic and political crisis created by the war in order to 
ia&n tbe downfall of capitalist domination; it put forward the 
slogan of converting the imperialist war into a civiI war against 
the bourgtoisie and waged a boneistent -1s for giving effect 
to t h i ~  slogan. It is this example of the Bol&wik Party that we 
i s l l  folbw ourmlm and which wa &all call upon the working 
dm to follow. 
Bnt what in the dtmt3on at the present day? The 4 
btahevik P d y  of 1914 ham h m e  a great and glorious Party 
which has the powm in its hands in the U.SS.R, a Party which 
ha become the leading Section of thc Commnniat h t w n a t i d  
Thanks to the victoriolur activity of &a Bol&& Party, the 
P a r t g o f L d n a n d ~ w e W i t n a a e t h e p o w t h a n d ~ ~ -  
ing of the Union of Swiet Socialist Republics, where nmhlh 
has i r d l y  conquered The Communist Intsrnational b 
ita Sections in all the big capitah countrice and in tha majority 
of the colonial countrh Among tbs Sectiona of the 60- 
Inmtional b the Chinma Comm- Party, w M  holde powm 
on a territory with a population of 100m,000. In t$a mum 
, of 16 years of -le against the bourgeoiak+ a g h &  S o d -  
Deenmacy, againat Right and "Id" opportunim, all tb !h- 
tions of tha Commmriat International have becorns dd. The 
Savmth C o ~ g ; v c w  aa-pI0 of tbe mparallslsd idd+l 
wmo1idation of our Intarnational. In soma corn our % 
tiom am almady on &e way to becoming d o d  into real, 
Boldm4k mam Partim. 
Tbs taaebing of Lenin and Stalin on the etrnggle qpht  im- 
perialist war has not only been thoroughly studid baq$mut 
the international Communht movtmunt, bmt it hm M y  on a 
n& of om&om f o d  practical appbdm in tha -war 
yeare. D d n g  the warn which hava tabm plaea daring h 
yeare, many of ow Pazsies have stood the tmt of M e .  The 
-Ie conducted by our Fmch and German comadm during 
the oocaption of the Ruhr, the heroic activity of om Japanwe 
! Party dming tha Japanese saiwre of Maaebnria and ths attack 
on Shanghd, are examplea which we can proudly show to the 
working clasa. F id ly ,  our Chinem Party hm J o n  ita 
I not only to &mggb sga% war but to a r g d  and conduct a 
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revolutionary war under the mmt di&ult conditions. ( A p p h s e . )  
Can wu am&, on tbu basis of this v i e m e ,  that them will 
be no waverings or mistakes in our ranks if war om? 
It wonid b4 imprudent to draw d a mcIusion, bscaus~ we 
know t h t  the moment wbem war bre& out is the moment 
when the bourgeoisie will strive to exert its greateat influence on 
the working cIws and when the Commtmiat vaaguard wil l  en- 
c o m e t  a numb of peat dif6culk l b t  which we man @ 
is that, in contradistinction to 1914, there will h in at2 eormiriaa 
not a few isolated comra* but a solid m d  disciplined vanguard 
which will remain loyal to the revolutionary tea* of 
Wrxim--Leninism and which wi l l  undertake with all its power 
to apply these teachings in practice by following the emmple of 
the Russian B o t k v i h  This is a major fact, the importance of 
which the bourgeoisie will ewy won anderstand 
But today, on the eve of the m d  cycle of revolntions and 
wars, the sitnation of the bomgdde heelf differs profomdly 
from that of 1914 The power of dm d i n g  el- was than 
d l 1  so 6rm that the boPFgboiaie was able to govern everywhere 
aocolding to the naetbods of parliamentary demopracy. Today, 
the capitalist world is M, BhaHen by dm d m a h  bf the p e r a l  
d e  and by the yeam d the world wnomic crirris that v t y  
p t  inatability i rev ails in a11 the aapitaliet 8hm. The fasci~t 
&ctatorebips to whiah the bouqpisb baa remrted to coneolidate 
its powar i n k t d y  all the contdidws of capitalh and sharpen 
tba c l w  struggle in aII cormtrim to h e  highat degrea War 
may break out at a time when the discontent of the with 
the capitalist regime is becoming general and is artending widely 
among the mid& strata; at a time when "tht idea of storm- 
ing capitalism is maturing in the minds of the masses", at 
a time when the example of ths U.S.S.R ia raising the ever- 
grow'hg pmtige of socialism to unprecedented heights. In Aaia, 
Afrim, South America, the revolt of the colonial p p l m  already 
makes itseIf heard. 
But what will the new war be like? Army. o h ,  msn of 
denes and novelists have tried to depi tbs horrors of d m -  
ked war, of &mica1 and bacteriological war. But we mfr& 
from making any predictions because the mmt wndoaal &a* 
coveriea are being kept secret and becane it ia d S d t  to con- 
ceive the degree of barbarity which the bomgeoidt are capable 
of reaching. The "small" warts which have h n  fought dnring 
recent years in S o d  America between the vassal states of Great 
Britain and the United States afford a terrible example in thja 
I m a w .  Paraguay, which has a population of a million, hrrd 6fty thowand killed; Bolivia, with three and a half &on inhabitants, had seventy thousand kiIIed; terrible figures com- pared witla the corrmponding losses of the big capitalist atam daring the World War. The war of these little countries was stoppd becaflse its horrorar were so great that the whole popda- tion rosa in revolt to put an end to it. And this war ody s 
"smalln war! 
We cannot foresee what will take place when the most per- 
fected means of destruction are put into operation on a maes 
ncale. We know only that the next war d l  L a general war 
of all countries, a war in which them will be no &tinction 
between front and rear, a war of ibruction of & which 
I makm the life of a prasentday cultuped astion ~ i b l e .  Tb6 I 
next war will be a war against the workers, against woman and 
children ; it d l  be a war of extermination. It will be a faw& war. 
The  la^& war lasted two or three years before there were c a m  
of maw mvolta of tbe soldiers at the front and of the population 
in the mu. M b  the bourgeoisie mwt not blame us if this 
tima tha interval will be much ehorter and we r e a b  that we 
&all be pforming the g n a w  d c e  to the whole of humanity 
by making it ae short ae possible. The momt objectiw examina- 
tion of tha international shmtim and the mass movement, and 
of their inevitably bring un to the conelusion that 
for all c-tries th. hinniog of tha w u  rill h o t s  
the on& of a revolutionary cria' i  and during tbis crhia we 
ahd fight with all our strength at ths head of the m ~ a c s  toI convert the imperialhit war into a civil war against the bour- geoisie, we shall fight for revolution and for the con- of 
power. (&+.I 
Bat this prospect, comrades, dots not mean that we &all 
have an e q  task 
% victory of rsm1ation n a m  carnee by Itself. It lam to be 
prepad for and won. And only a stmng proletarian m~dutionarg 
p u ~  can prepare for and win ViCDorg." 
*% U&mrt of the W d  of rbs Central Committss to the h- 
mth fhgmw of ths C.P.S.U.," Bw S* Y i c o P ~ ,  p 16, In-- 
donal PubWem, Nan York. 
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Thege words of Comrade Stalin, the leader of the international 
proletariat, q u i r e  a deep dgdimnee, especially just now when 
wu speak of our tmke in of tbe outbreak of a new world war. 
The dihultim which we encounter at prmmt in our work 
will be bat a trifle m m p d  with those which will confront ua 
when m shall have to figh? against the boqeoisie under war 
conditions. 
"War is inevitably bound to a w h  the most violent fee* 
among the maem whi& lead people to oome out of their ordinary 
lethargy. If them is no e o m p o n h  between thm new, sbarp 
and violent feelings, mlntionarg tactia are impodls"  So 
Lenin mote in 1915. All th mlutionary partia, e x q t  dm 
Wahevik Part~r, proved banhp! before ths td of leading the 
at a mommt of artreme d o n  of all feelings and dl 
claw ~ t i o n n .  
What c a m  oat of the huge revolt of Frenoh soldiem after 
the mamame of Chumin dm Damsf What came out of the 
defmt and co l lap  of the Italian army at Capareth in 19171 
Tim defeat of the born+ and swn the disintegration of the 
bourgeois army do not yet mertn &a victory of tlw revolution. 
Tb 8 0 M  w e n  able to convert the defeat of the bomgdak 
and the -ation of the taarist army into the victory of the 
rovoIrttion only h n s e  they were c o m m t d  with the masm of 
dm soldiers and the masm of the people, bacaum thcy bad a 
politid line which e x p m d  the maat profound aapiratim of 
tbasemm3eU 
Only the Bolsheviks p r o d  capabIe of f a l i n g  the task 
of leading the maavsee at the moment of extreme awentuation of 
all dam mnfra- 
And here I would like to return to the q n d o n  with which 
I &I&. During the Iast -my, approximately up to the 
'njmth, w b  the workers' movement wae led by Marx 
and Engde, the working clam had to take up ih position on the 
problem of war under conditiona when tbe bourgwisle in a n m -  
k of c o d e s  was still playing a pm@w role c o m d  
with the development of the b o u r g e o i d e m d  revoIution. 
Warx and Engels took theae conditions into account in' each 
-ate case in determinmg their attitude to a particular war. 
I When the pexiod of imparialimn began, ffi p g m d v e  role of tbe bourgeoisie &appeared, and the w a n  of the burgmiaim ehangad their character and h imperialht wan. Thcm who have not undsrstood thin hanaformation baw committed dm mi*talrpa and crimes towarda the working k 
' Th existerrca of he Soviet UniQn h q new hf of world- 
hiutorical si@e%nce which introd- radios1 mdihstiona in 
the character of the & p b d  of daveloptrmt through which 
wearepassing. A U o u r t a c t b i n ~ o f w a r m w t b s ~  
b y t a k i n g t h i a f i s c t o r i n t o ~  A h s d y , i n t h s ~  
of the Sidh World Congrese it wao hid dom that m cuw of 
war ag- the Swist Union, ths dogan of frabrnhtion mtllt 
gim plm to &a dogan of deadng to the side of ths Red Army. 
In the theam of the Sixth World Cmgmm it L atated that in 
am of an imprialist war against dm Soviet Union 
I 
u . . * b t r e t f c l a d o b o f E s o f t h s a w a n r o f ~  cobdm 
p m I ~ t l ~ b o d ~ ~ o n l y b y t h s ~ d t h ~  
~ o t m g g l o i n t h s i r o w n  mnatrp, bntbythmInkreatrofths- 
I at &a frmrt. which b r dam lrar of tbe b r g m h k  e g h t  ~ I O  
p m M  Mak" 
In the ~seolation which we are putting befofe our S w e d  
Co- we make thm hbuctietionn at i l l  more predse by de 
~ t h a t k ~ o f t 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ &  
S & U & ~ s , & C ~ ~ d i m a U & ~ ~ t o h J p  
b y d ~ m e a n s d a t a r y e o s ~ ~ b r i A g ~ t R a & m y o f t A b  
Red Army a g W  the hpW; 4. ( d p p h )  
I think &at this line is d m t l y  clear; it v n d ~  to 
the fediqp of millions of toilem And if so- a h  ma what 
is the meaning of this line and how we d d l  act in the d o w n  
cxmcrek of war that may p d b l y  =five, we have only o m  
reply to give: In e d  cam we &all act aa Marxists, aa Bol- 
shev;ks; in 0th wordsi, wz ahell begin by an exact a p p d  
of the oonorets situation, of the charscter of the war which b 
about to be fought, of he relaions of cIaea forces at saoh 
given momant, of ttwexmtof OPT f o m  m ~ d ~ f o ~ o f  om 
a d p e r s a r i e s , n n d o n t h e ~ o f l t l l ~ ~ o f t b e p o e i t i o a  
we Ml daoide om immdate prqwtiva and the con- 
form of our work. We shall never lw dght of the fact that 
we of rhe chief qualities of a Bolshevik is that of being &la 
to unite the greatest loydty to principla with h a  greatest capdB 
of manewering and the greatest 0exibility. 
Look at the ~~amp1e given by our comrdea of the Chin- 
Red Army. F o r d  by the attack of the reactionary troops into 
a situation which seemed hopelas, they sueoeeded, by temporarily 
abandoning the p r o h  which they could no longer hold, in 
~ g t h e s b u g g 1 e t o o t b e r ~ c t s a n d i n ~ a s a ~ F J . t  
d 1  greater and more sold pasitions than those which they 
previously p o w d .  In thia h o i u  3,000 kilometer march of 
the C h k w  Red Army through the provinw of Cuntral China, 
what is remarlcable is not only the hsroiam of itu prticipaub 
but aIso their outstanding political maturity and the 0exibility 
of their manmmro. (Ap*) M y  a party ducated in a 
Bolshevik spirit aould conceive and carry through ~h a truly 
M t m a n e a v e r .  M a y a l l o t u P ~ ~ a b I e t o & w t b e s a m s  
Bolshepik qdtics in time of war. May all our Partb hence 
fox& work to acquire them. It in frwn this angle of viaion 
that they should a n a l p  their w h  and srrbject them to 
criticism 
I would like to my, for instance, to the comrndas of the 
hmmunimt Party of Germany: UAre you d ~ n t l y  connmted 
with the rn- of yomg toilera who hnmn fascism h on tbs 
point of e o n v d q  into mnnan.fodder?" No, you are not yet 
8&cibmtly o o m d  with thew massea of the yoath, nor with tbe 
workera of your war f a c t o h  nor wi& the manta of your vil= 
l a p i ;  you are not able to fed 8- th& when war b& oat, 
theare d l  take tfre path of Liebkmht and Luxahrg, 
which you are pointing out to them. You will hapa to carry oat 
a great and difficuIt, traIy BoMwd, work to wmst thew mama 
from the influence of dm* 
I want to say to our Spank& comradss: We ham praised 
you for tha heroism of your fightem at the b m r i a h .  But p w  
hap you would have performed a gmtter serviae to all the 
Partias of the Communist Int8rnational and to om' Con-, you 
who have paaeed so recently through the fire of d d  war, if you 
had s e d y  criticized the conduct of your organismtione during 
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the days of ntmt &&tinge You would, perhap, have a n i d  
at the conclusion that your orgmhiom as s d  were not equal 
to the height of the teachine of Marx and Lmin on the art of 
mtme&on, that they did not understand that it waa not a 
p d o n  merely of dying like heioes at the b a r r i d s  but of 
leading the fight of the massee rn a whole, of never Ioning the 
initiative and of being able to wmt the leadership from the 
hands of wavering elements who conld only m d e r  at the 
6ret difscultiea. If you had subjected your d o n  during ha 
street battla to a severe criticim, you would have given great 
Mp to the comadea of other contrim in undermdhg how 
great is h m t y  of the task of ImprWat war 
into c i d  war against fhs bourgmbie, how great im the 
of +g out the tauka facing the Commtmkt Party d d u g  civil 
war. ( A p m . 1  
r ~ ~ a l d  drro to my to C O - ~ ~  ot tha ~d corn- 
m& Party: Yon ham bem able with your couragaona deal 
torn to raise high om banner in your cormtry. This impow on 
you a great obligation, not only Mora rn but before the m a ~ e k  
, The cIaae strnggle gom forward. It in n m q  to be -a1 to 
I t h s t & & c h ~ i m p ~ o a u a .  Incaseofwarthesetah 
will be exhmely a d t ,  extremely complhted fox you. You I poswa fbw1tion131y traditiamq mch u &a wrmpla of the 
I Jambins of 1793, of Robespierre d Camoh d o  m e  able 
$mdtmeoualy to carry on civil war within the cow and to / k t  back tha .ttrL of d o n  at tbs frontiern You b.rs ihs 
molutionaq tradition of the Parin b e ,  which warn able to 
I nkshigbtfisflagofthoddanaofthecombytmdwhhh~ 
famed it into r banner of defsam of ths revoldon. Bat, in I taking the pth v d  mn by tbs Cormnt~e,  we do not w e  to 
' be defeated again, we want to 00pqnerI For this it is m a r y  
to have the -port of the masaes of workem peamnta and 
ps#y boargsoisis, of tha adre people of Frrmae. We mnst haw 
a stad leadership, a d y  ~~ Party, eqnal to its 
great historical h k  
I would Eke to my to all tha coma& of a11 the Communist 
Parti- =pramtad h: 
War will h a very aompbatcd politioal ma#w, bat at b 
same time it will be a wry aimple and concrete matter as far 
as c w r n a  the conditions ia which we &all have to work and 
fight. Enthusiaem alone will not avail. Thara dl, perham 
even be no written resolutio~i~. 'There will b the factory a d  . 
the trenches, where it will be newsmy to decide without waver- 
ing~ the moat *cult probl- beoaose all wavering will mlrt 
M dear. It is therefore necassary from today for ua to edwte 
all our Parties, all organidom, all cadree, every Pa* mem- 
ber, in the spirit of marhum initiative and personal rmponsibility. 
This can onIy be & a i d  aa the d t  of the w£&t ideological 
preparation and the aloest contact with the 
Tday we are a great army which ia f inhtin~ for puam We 
cannot ioresm aad no one ean forum how long our straggle 
for paace can -tin=. It may lm a year, it may be mom, it 
may be only a few monrha We mmt bs ready at any moment 
Our Can- h a  traced out a LmMut lixPs of ation; t h i ~  
Is already a &at guarantee of yictory. We have a gmtt force, 
the BoIahik Party. We have a lender, Comrade Stalin ( u p  
h e ) ,  of whom we haow that he ham always, in the moat a- 
eolt moments, found the line d o h  h led to victory; our 
leader, Comrade StaLin, who, during the yeam of c i d  war, waa 
mmt by Lenin to all the fronu where victory h to be decap 
hg the toil- of the U.5.S.R And eveywhrs, from Perm to 
Taaritdn, from P e  to tbe Southern frm~ Stah d
liahed the position, defeated tHe memy, rmd amred victory. 
t &+.I 
The World Paap of the BolshsPiks and of Win is the gnar- , 
antee of our vietory on a world scale. Let ua doma our rauka, 
comradm, in the fight against imprialist war, for peace, for the 
d d m  of the Soviet Union. 
Raise high the banner of proletarian htematimaliam, the 
banner of Marx, Engel4 b n h  and SeaZin! 
Long live the triumph of the revolution d of s o c i s l ~  
throughout the world ! 
(Prolonged, s d o q  upphse .  The & L e e s  slwld d gbsb 
C o d e  E n d .  T h  " I w r ~ ~ h n a k ~  is  mag. AB & tielegdm 
8hoLCd lhcir greet@$. c& of nhnd.T" A proio~ged owion.)  
Y SPEECH IN REPLY TO THE DISCUSSION [Tk d a d  gms the appmwe of Cornrods ErcoIi on the pkform; they giw hiin an m d m  and sing the ' * l d R a E c U . )  
OMRADES, the very character of the diacuasian on tha danger 
C o f  a impriakt war and OII ths C O - ~ '  htu 
national's 6ght against thia danger makes it @le for me to 
limit my q l y  to the discaasion to a minimum. 
In point of fact, all the representatim of the revolutionary 
movement of the entire capitalist world and the c o l d  comm- 
tries who ham 8 p o h  in the tlimdon haw &dared their fall 
qpament with ihe line of my report and with the anal* of how 
the danger of a new imperialist war t mataring, and how &a 
burgeoisie, and especially the most reationmy parti- of ths 
, b o u r g e o i a i ~ a n  National-Socialism, the Japanese ditm- 
iats, Italian fadam, the extreme war pardm of the boargaohie 
throughout dm world-are preparing a new impialist war. 
All the comradea have &own by their s p d m ~  that they ma 
h full agreement + the fundumental paint of my report; I 
ham in mind that close connection which & at &a preaemt 
time between om fight for pea- and against imperialist war and 
wr fight against fami- 
At the p m t  moment the danger of war threatens conmehIy 
from thy- aides: from German Nat iona l -Wiwn ,  from im- 
perialist Japan and from Italian fwism. T ~ B  ma moet 
reactionary states; they are shks that have either abobhd tha 
regime of bourgeois demoerrtep or that have never p o d  it, 
u h m  Btri.ing for war, desiring war, already waging war. 
Capitalia reaction is war; f& ia war. Thh & what 
aohral d i t y  deanomtratea to mi now. 
By concentrating the forces of the Cornmumist vanguard of 
ths working clam againat f m k ,  we create tbe aom 
didona for ha mmwa of our fight agaiant war and for paw. 
Comrade Dimitroff, in his historic report made to our Con* 
gma, pointed out for the Communist X n ~ o n a I  and the world 
proletariat the line of effective against fmh  aa also 
the b w h  line of our 6ght againat war and for 
Ont of the defmta of tha dkmion wan thst the speechen of 
all those taking part bore, perhaps, too mnch of a general char- 
ac#er, that it was not &own conmtely in the speech what must 
bb the nature of our struggle against war at the praaent time, 
- - 
At the pmwnt day we are &mady face to fa& with war. 
Japan.L waging war agahnt China; d e l e a s ,  the majority 
of the Commmist Psrtiae stiJl neglect the tarrks of the fight for 
the defense of the Chin- Rtoolutioa 
Some wmradee, by the way, put forward in tha d i m d o n  a 
m+I w o n  of a tacticat &ara&r. This is the @on of 
our attitude to gab-=& which are being carried on 
now in all capitalii c o a n t r i ~  and in which workera, as well an 
the whole civil population in general, am being cornpaned to 
+pa&* 
We must decide thin @on h amordance with our general 
line in the I-1% agninst war. I mid, and I repat,  that we 
maet not take the etandpoiot of boycotting g a e - d  eremks 
in genaral. That would eurtly be a demiation on the side of 
narrow, sectarian and e m  anadhth  anti-miliwhn, whkh 
muld only bar our way to establishing connacdom with the 
wide mashlea. 
Gas ma& are juet 9s much a weapon ar any other. Tbs g a ~  
d iri a weapon of a defensive character; it can be employed 
during civil war h e  poison gaam beIong to the type of weap~nn 
wbich the bourgeoisie make of in the straggle against the 
working class fox diapersing demonmations, and duriag mikm 
And we muat h o w  how to defad o d m  from tbta barbarom 
weapon of the bourgeoisie. 
It would alm be. incorrect to j d y  the attitude of boycott 
by the argument that gaa masks are of no w. Sgeh an asswrtion 
only facilitatm the spreading of the untFue opinion that the 
davelopmsnt of miIitary&ml wources hm now reached sucb 
a level e l  to make defense, and therefore war too, impomsibla. 
I ~ a r a p a d h t s w h o a b t o t h i s ~ p o i n t o f v i e w ,  but we mast M y  atand by oar o m  Workers who am threatad by gae attach in any war, in- cluding civil wat, are entitled to ask =: why ahodd we not prepare ormwlves for thia war a h ?  U&g the gwmaak exercka condadsd bp the bouxgeoisie, maat pat f-d a nambsr of M- demands  hid 
wodd linL ua with the 113asees and develop tbs -la of tha 
, masares for peme and agaiaet war. 
L Ths more important and mom gs~maI of tEw pros- [ pecb of a war of national d&m k Emope, snd of &a p& 
, of the proletariat m such a -, WM r a i d  in the pd of 
' Comrade de h. The p r o w  of n war of national liberadm 
concsrnsnotonlythaDubhPartybat&anmnberof othsr 
P ~ a n d t m m m t ~ m a d g n o f p o l i t i ~ I ~ ~ t h s  
f& that &a m t b w  of all ths P& c o d  adopaad 
a c o m a  Marxim~ podtion on thia @on. 
Tha p w  of tbe p o a i t y  of n a t i d  wars h E t m p  
a ~ a n i n t h s p s r i o d o f I m p r i a l i i r m ~ p n t f o r w a r d b p ~ a s  
: marly as 1916 in his polemic with Rom L h g  an tbe q ~ l s b  
tion of hsr pamphld pnblithd under the peendonym of J d m .  
R a a  L&g denied the possibility of national warn beeaum 
the world waa completely divided up h v e m  m a 1  i m p r h h t  
%gn powem; from WhiOh it fob- m a h i d ,  that 
war, svan if at the h g h h g  it a national oharacter, h t m ~  
an imperhht war m %r much an it inevitably t o h  an thb 
i n ~ o f o n e o f t h e i m p r i a l h t p o m o r ~ d o m  
A n 8 w 0 r i n g R o s a L ~ ~ p o i n t d o a t t h s t f r o m ~  
purely theoretical point of v i m  it was i m p o d l e  to deny tbs 
hypothe& of the convereion men of tha World War of 1914 
into a national war. Than, reviewing ths problpn of tb4 cwcrata 
podilItp of national wan in Europe, M + out tZLat 
meh wanr wodd be possible apxiaUy in the case of the victory 
of the revoldon iPI R&a and of the ex&ema exhadon of the 
forcse of the bii  powem in the war of 1914, and that national 
wara against the imperialia p o r n  am, in tbis cam not only 
possible and probable but are itmitable and will hava a pro- 
greaive, revolutiouary charaetw* 
The h a t i o n  which we am facing at &a p m t  ;time ham 
much in common with that w h i l  L a i n  foresaw as early aa 1916. 
The vietory of ib revohtion In R d a  iQ a fact; the extreme 
w d d n g  of big imperialist powers after the war is a h  
a fad; but in addition we have a h  f- Germaxl National- 
Socialism, which threatsns with ite bayonets the freedom and 
national independence of a nmnber of mdl peoplm in Europa 
Henq we m a  not only tronfirm the pr- outlined by Xanb 
in 1916, but also e m p b  ths ta& which arise before our 
Part i e s inasmachae tb i spm~beconmd.  
In the b of the Sixth World Congrese it is emphasized 
that participatioa in a national-bation war and ~ ~ p p o r t  of it 
signifiss that the proletariat, in empporting rmch a war, under- 
t a k e ~ ~  k p m a r y  ~~operation with tbs bourgeoisie". But this 
temporary v a t i o n  mast naver lead to  renormcing the dam 
mtruggle, L., it cannot d must not ever be a reformist co- 
operation. lt io the mom nmmmy to n t r a ~  because the 
bourgeoiie, ad we how, even if it is compelled at a given moment 
to take up arme in defeme of national indepmdenee and free- 
dom, is alwap ready to go over to the camp of the adoerearp in 
fsoe of the h g a  of the war being converted into a peopla'~ 
war and of a mighty u p m p  of the maam of work- and 
pemantn demanding the matiefaction of their demmh. 
By daCending the national freedom of small countrim, h t -  
ened by imperialist qgmwion, we MI defend everpthing that 
ia p m p d v e  in the national aerttimentr of the dl peoplm 
struggling for their i a ~ ~  but we shall d e c i ~ M y  refuse 
to and& defense of the reaationarp policy of the bourgeoieiie. 
No other policy of defending de national i n d e p e m b  of tbs 
d I  peoplm is possible. In Europe them exist ench dl 
cormtrim as Holland and Belgium wh- d o n a 1  independence 
ie dearly menaced by a p-ry and bmmtionist war of 
I;blPlan National-Socialimn, At tho eatnu tinae, the bourgeoisie 
of these oountricn opp- an &VB colonial em* There 
ia not the dightest doubt h t  in them c o m t r i t ~  our p o l i i  of 
d&m of national frabdom must never be ~eparated from real 
m g l e  for thc liberation of tha o p p d  and exploited peoplm 
of the oolonim. "A people that wIahse to b6 free may not make 
0 t h  peoplea its dava" Guided by the wordr of Marq wm 
prove by our wholehearted stmggh for the widest application 
of the prbiple of national mlfaettmination in all colmtrk 
that the working class is the  ole progmmive fore  on which to 
bass a policy of active cx~unhaction to the fadst  tyranny t h e a t  
enhg all natione. 
The questions raised by ths British a d  h&h comradee are 
in Qemaelvee important, big @ma, but are paftial, eon- 
, orete ~ o n s  of our wth Finally, it 31 h a 1  to emphaaki the fa& that at tht 
preaent time ie at the wnbr of the probleme of the fight a p h t  
war and is directly conneet9d with the H v e  that we, in 
, fighting for pew, put f m d  not only More o d r n  but 
before the working el- and toilam of the whore world. 
We have anal& the new featma of the i n ~ m s l  
dtuation. We have Bingld out the mmt importaut of them. We 
must emph& with all our fom that the d e w  of theee faotofii 
in their totality leads nta to tba conelmion that our fight for 
p e a c e i ~ n o t o n l y n ~ h t h a t a t t b s ~ t i m s i t h e 6  
abo such ch- of mmwi M never predously exieted. 
In M g  this, we do not by any meana change o m  &miat 
point of view in tbs pndon of war. We know and mnfirm that 
wsr b a reqairmrent of the capitalist regime, tbat capitalism 
cannot develop without enveloping tbe puqlw h the horrorn 
There have h m ~  certain d e d  "M&" who attmnptd 
to dur over or to revim thh poddon, mrting that a a p i t d h  
could "organb" and dmlop along a p d d  path. All thaee 
opporhmist theories of tbe possibility of a peaceful "orgdd'' 
development of capitdiem have long ago dd & p d  Om 
the other hand, how-, aa we how,  &ere were and still axint 
md& to take np a fatalist posidon. ' M a  +tion ir a con- 
q e n c e  of tha &tortion of the exact meaning of tbs M d a n  
d o n  of the impossibility of q a t i n g  war from the capitalist 
This faaaliert point of view leads to ?he fight fw pace being 
d d e d  k p d b l e ,  devoid of all p- a hopeh  %b 
which has no dance of mmwa aa long aa the capitalist regime 
& 
The cmwepence of this false position was ale0 that narrow 
mctarh character, confind within the limits of propaganda 
alone, which stampad the anti-war straggle of our Pa& through- 
ont a long priod 
They limited themarelvee to propaganda against war wfely 
within the ranks of tha vanguard of tha working class, stsrdng 
out from the point of view that only tbja vanguard aould lx 
convinced of the inevitability of war mdm the mpitaliet ragimR. 
Thisled tothelam of cmnsetiomwiththe wide at^^ 
on into the mggle, deeirs to ham before them a p m -  
peet of a m m d d  outcome of this utrqglc Under k a  con* 
dikions, om light againttt war mdd not hsve th6 mqubh s-
Taking into m t  the whole totality of ths mw f- w&$l 
char- ttw ahdon, we m m  eon& h m  
Wbat am them new f a a m ?  
I. Tbs  of the Sodat Union--of a mumby in whicb 
the working o h ,  being in p d o n  of poprar, ww thh porn  
f o r d s f c m s s o f p e a c a a n d f o r p ~ o n o f p s a c q ~ i n ~  
in- of the building of &diem in the Soviat Union and b 
tbs in- of the toiling of tb whole world, in ths 
intarssrs of civilization and the p- of humanity. 
This point of rupport, of bemadous rigdicance in oar a m  
gle for peace, gives thia &rug& a proqxzt of s- sach w 
nsvsp previously d d  
2, Profound f o m  of dm working clama have coma into mow 
mmt; m an ever widaning front they are comiag otrt againeC the 
capitah regime, 6ghhg for &air urgent demm& fighting 
againat faaciam. They nm striving for the umihation of thair 
forcuu in this @t. Thb impulse of the masen towmda unity 
in the fi&t q h t  fadm, which ia at the uame tims an urge 
towards d t y  in ths again& war, b now eompebg even 
the leadem of the k m d  hmiutional to & && p i t i o n  
In a few dayn the Committee of the Second hw- 
national will meet in Bmwda and will on- aguin dieem a solu- 
tion of tha problem that confront us, &a qasetioa of what pod- 
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, tion ought to ba adopted by the working a h  in tbe a g h t  
I war. 
All that ramaha for na ia to exprem &a hope that at din 
mwiw of ths k u t i v a  Committee pmam will be found who 
will  be able to & tha ever-g desim of the mamw 
of S o c i a l - m a t i c  w o r k  for struggle for p e w  and who 
will be able to gitre real sxprdon to this desitd for struggle, 
not only by framing naw mlutionn on this @on, but dm 
by drawing all the m a s a r y  conclusions so that the warmongem 
will be opposed by a mighty united front of not d y  
of the worlsers but alao of the widest of toilara 
3. Hatxed of imperialiet war is growing not only among tbe 
mawa of two- bat also a m w g  the rn- of the pmy born* 
pisis ,  among the inteII&. Never WM hatred of war na daep 
I and powarfd ar now. Conseqnemtly, the p d i l i t y  d m  of drawing into tba fi&t far p e a  thow strata that up to now haps not pmicipated ia 
political fi@ and that o o h t e  a considerable f o m  eapabIe 
I of coming out against the idgator  of war-f& & Finally, we have ahown that at the presant tim desp dim- exist within the front itself of the hperialista Along- side & capit&& staka that are the chief inrstigatorm of war, there exiat also bourgeois mtae that srs intarsstad in the prmuma- tion of pam, and small countrim that d& to defend peace bacsnw b y  ham every gromrd for fearing an attack on Leir indepndence on ths part of German National-Sddmm In virtue of all them cauw, a new aimation in taking ahpa More the w o r h g  clase. The front of -10 a p h a  war and 
for p e a  can now bs o r g h d  not only as a front of the vim- 
guard of the worki i  clam m g h g  for the o v m t h w  d the 
capidist regha W e  can now draw new forces into thia front. 
' This front incIudes, on the one hand, the whole mam of toiler8 
of the w in which power ia in the bauds of the proletariat. 
This atate g i v ~  the mama a magnificent example of how to fight 
for peace and to p m e m  it. For that xaason it has an army that 
atande for defense of pace. On the other hand, we must draw 
into tb front of the fight for paace tbs working clam of dl 
cumtrim w h  power io vtill in tb handa of tha c n p i t a h  
W e  can draw into the front of struggle for peace the mmsw 
of Sorial-Democratic t o k  and wide mamea of pacifists, Cath- 
olics, women, youth, national minorities h t  6nd themdm 
manaced, and their o r g ~ t i o o 8 .  We can draw into the ranh 
of tb front even thosa b o t q p i ~  governmen~s which at the 
preeenf moment are in-ted in the p m a t i o n  of peace. 
Under such we mua in concluding the & 
rmsaion on thia point of the agenda of oar C o n v  boldly pat 
fornard the following pmpdve :  that it irr not only p d l e  
to postpone war bat that it @le also to prwent b outburst 
of a new imperialist war. 
But for thia p- to bscome mal, our whole against 
war muat taka on a o h a r e  profoundly a e r e n t  from that 
which it previowly p d  
W e  must break thou& the ~ u r o w  bomb of tha former 
&-war and a n t i - d k h t  work, we must give om fight for 
peaca the widmt charactar, as far as passiblo ~~ th d o l e  
of tha p p l a  
Take the peace ballot held in England which mobilized d m  
million perms, Her8 is an ~ p l a  whiuh our wmades should 
follow, hem is an M a t h  which the Brihh m a d m  sbonld 
have taken into their own ban& in order to plrt thennaelvea at the 
hbsd of ths of p p I e  deairow of def& psaca 
Of corn,  ~~ we have to dad with a m t w ~ o n a  memy, 
with fwmimn, that holds power in its hands in a number of corn- 
trieaaadu~thispowasinordertomakapropagandafor 
war, to pxepare it sad wage it, But we how, W D h h r d  
&owed mi, and all -1 realitg iu a witman of it for us, that 
th power of Mi is unstable, m-4 by very deep irp 
contradictions, and by no against ths 
otltburst of c h  mgglu 
If h e  (;Qnnan working c h ,  Isd by iw C o d  Partp, 
on dt ing its f o m  and putting itself at tEss h d  of all ihe anti- 
f& fo= of ths country, wdd Uvar a mortal blow to 
the Natiadsocialist ody think, -& what dd 
cmmpmm him fact would have for tbs entire intarnational 
aituatim. 
From the point of view of the p r o m  of war this wodd 
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I sdicalty G h S 0  &e for b W O W  C ~ H  0f fh8 Whole 
world. It would opm up a new path and new podxilitits for 
o m  fight for peaes 
Ham a very great r e s p d t p  before the toilem of ths 
whole world is bwne by the oDmrades of &om Partiee ahat am 
-ling in the cormtries of famist didnhddp* in the 6mt 
place, our German, Italian and Japaaae% comradm E v q  ~ m x s m  
of their stm%gle o p  up new pmpcta for our fight for peace. 
No Iesa reaponeibity fatla on tha Commmbt Partim of all 
the other mtmtrh They haw tba obligation to impisnt the 
following conviction deeply into the nuuaw: tbs &&t for peace 
has h a s  of a w c m  if only all d of war, all h i  
of- form of the working clasu, form of the Pride - 
j of the petty bourgeoisie, intelIeetuala, t h a t a d  dond minori- ties, and the tbmdvea that are in- at the pmmt momant in the p m t i o n  of pea~e, join toeeatlsef and oppm a mighty front against the and b c k m  of war. In giving Wi new mop to our 6ght for psaas 4 up d a pro* of and vietory for it, wa do not in the d i i  degm altllr oar Mamint poaitia on tha q u d o n n  of war und paam. We h o w  that in the &ruggl~ Mwmn the war p d e o  and the force19 of p e e  dm very fate of the capitalist @me b at stake. To m i d  war, to pmerve peace for as long ae @Ie- msans at tha same time to act in tbs in- of d8b came of d a m .  Under oonditiona of p e e  tba forcun of which are the forma of pragreee, are comwlidatd and advanw o n 4  We BhalI convey to the whole world om profound d m  that the pmemation of peace ia p d l e ,  that it ia @b to hinder war, that under definite conditionu to avoid war in a thing that is p o d l a  end realizable. On the bamb of h i e  condctiop 1 we aha11 gathm around ua millions of persona for the struggle 
for the great, most just and mwt aocialiat c a d  wnae of 
psam 
The BoIbdk Party, led by our Comrade Stali, which is the 
most c o d t e n t  revo1ntionary Party of a11 parti- th t  have ever 
e x i d ,  giw ue an example of consistent -1e for pesce 
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conducted under the mat  d i 5 d t  conditiom and m m r b k  
crowned with sumam, 
May the fight of the whole Commuuist btumational for peace 
dewlop with ths aamt c m d e m q ,  with ths mum courage, with 
the ~ a m e  debmination and with the an&- it 
a l e 0  wiIl be crowned with the lams -! 
Our banner is the banner of the &ijht for peam We sbaU 
raiw this banner More the dlim of toilers of 'the whole 
wodd! We ahall defend it from the from all the war- 
mongers! Herein l b  for na the m& curtain parantee that ths 
millime of Mem wilI tomorrow follow ua to ths w l e  for 
moIntio11 and &Iisml 
(Prolonged apphwc, * an @don;  the 
gates a i d  aRd sing ''tkxdkm Rod'.) 
*', 
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